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Snake Jason Blocker, “Sugar Coating is a Poison Pill in Combat Readiness”, trains U.S. Navy SEALs, Army Rangers, and Special 
Ops.  He is a two tour veteran of Iraq/Kuwait with the Naval Expeditionary Combat Command and a recognized authority on Military 
Close Quarters Combat or MCQC, as well as an expert Apache knife fighter and a former Muay Thai World Champion.

Rick Caudle, “Faith in Fighting”, is the Tennessee State Director of the United States Muay Thai Association (USMTA).

Jane Mosley, “Confessions of a Corner Woman”, along with her husband Tony, operates Ohio Muay Thai Academy – West Side in 
Columbus.

Miguel “Wufang” Rivera, “Community Conscience”, is an active ring fighter, blog publisher and charter member of “The Under-
ground”.

SSgt. Christopher M. Thompson, “RPG Alley Cat’s Cage Conquest in Colorado”, is on active duty in the U.S.A.F.  He is dedicated 
not only to the national defense but also to the practice of Muay Thai.

Fernan Vargas, “Spirit Tora Combatives”, is the Director of Operations for the International Combatives Self Defense Association 
(http://www.icsda.org).  Mr. Vargas is the Chief Instructor of Raven Tactical Systems Close Quarter Defensive Tactics and is a certified 
Law Enforcement Defensive Tactics and Close Quarters Combat Instructor.

DISCLAIMER
Articles and advertisements in Muay Thaimes® represent neither the views of Muay Thaimes® Corporation nor those of its editor.  
The editor is responsible for the final selection of the content of Muay Thaimes® and reserves the right to reject any material deemed 
inappropriate for publication. Responsibility for opinions expressed and for the accuracy of facts published in articles rests solely with 
the individual authors. The publisher does not endorse any product or service advertised in Muay Thaimes® and expressly disclaims 
any and all liability regarding the manufacture, sale or use of such products and services, as well as the application of techniques 
discussed or illustrated in Muay Thaimes®. Because of the nature of some of the services, products and techniques advertised or dis-
cussed in Muay Thaimes®, readers should consult a physician before applying these techniques or using these products and services.  
Because the purchase or use of some of the products, services or techniques advertised or discussed in Muay Thaimes® may be ille-
gal in some areas of the United States or other countries, you should check federal, state, and local laws prior to your purchase of these 
products, services or techniques. Published in the United States of America.

SALES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS AT WWW.MUAYTHAIMES.COM
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Arthur Gasanov, Left, with the Legendary Shihshabek Zaynalbekov

Muay Thaimes
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REPORT BY ROBERT S. REITER.  
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN MANTEL, PETER MARNEY, ARI RESS, KEITH PRICE AND KEN McKIMM.

There is no People who take their sports more seriously or who associate it more with national pride than the Russians.  Since the 
Soviet Union’s down sizing into a Commonwealth of Independent States, differences have taken hold there that remain transparent 
here.  Forgive me any “political incorrectness” for including all fellow travelers who’ve come here in common cause, Russians and 
Bulgarians alike.

Moonstone Promotions as an extension of Five Points Fitness under the troika of Kru Simon Burgess, Kru Steven Milles and Kevin 
McGrath made all of this happen in Roseland Ballroom on Times Square through their Mayhem series of shows with the collaboration 
of Sergei Zayashnikov occupying the Presidency of Moscow’s World Boxing League in alliance with the Russian Muay Thai Federa-
tion.  Through these offi ces, they’ve hosted a showcase of talent from King’s Gym in Rostov on Don plus a contingent from Bulgaria.

For local fl avor, Rostov on Don is the transplanted ancestral capitol of Russia’s Cossacks.  These were cavalry in service of the Czar, 
along the lines of his Palace Guard.  I’m guessing this is the inspiration for King’s Gym.  Imagine them galloping into battle with sa-
bers slashing, and you’ll get a pretty good sense of them in combat.  Their common denominator is ferocity with a fl ourish.  Although 
he didn’t make the cut for our coverage here, Arthur Gasanov is my personal favorite.  Flamboyance is Arthur’s signature before, dur-
ing and after every show.
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SEAN HINDS OF THE WAT IN NYC
WBL INTERCONTINENTAL SUPER MIDDLE WEIGHT TITLE BOUT

SERGEY KOPACHEV OF KING’S GYM FROM ROSTOV ON DON IN RUSSIA
JUNE 12, 2008

Kru Phil Nurse, along with Sean Hinds of The WAT in New York City, are the nuts and bolts of a well oiled machine.  Phil is a 
consummate engineer.  He analyzes the competition, more than anyone else I know, as though they were variables in a mathematical 
equation.  With Sergei Kopachev on his agenda, the project was how to tame a Force of Nature.

There is no gainsaying that Mr. Kopachev would come with his own head hunting agenda.  Having once held the Eurasian Boxing title 
in transition to the throne of King’s Gym, Shikhshabeck Zaynalbeckov breeds Cossacks for conquest.  It is the soul of these people to 
attack relentlessly with maximum menace.

Sean is a master of territorial tactics.  Within each other’s zone, 
it was a ferocious battle field.  If Sergei had his druthers, it would 
have stayed there until Mr. Hinds either yielded or went down 
but The WAT’s master mechanic brought a box with enough tools 
for the job.

Although we identify eight weapons in Muay Thai, Sean Hinds 
was superb at maneuvering through space.  He stymied the Cos-
sack’s momentum, at the same time mixing up his angles of at-
tack.  With Sergei in his own zone, Mr. Hinds rocked him from 
time to time with meat tenderizing sledge hammers on the ex-
posed drum stick.

It would be a stretch for me to know for sure whether Sergei dis-
dained blocking these Dhe Kong low round kicks or whether they 
went under his radar.  The scene in his corner between rounds 
was visibly animated, though, with the kind of shadow boxing 

that suggested more of an emphasis on bringing pain than avoid-
ing it.  Giving them all the benefit of the doubt, perhaps they were 
covering the point spread the most familiar way.

Sean’s Dhe Kong low round kicks eventually came to define their 
exchange of bad intentions.  While Mr. Kopachev maintained his 
faith in haymakers, he was accumulating trauma on a tight target.  
Early in the fifth round, a savage Dhe Kong sent a tremor through 
Sergei’s lead leg.  He was hobbled.  The injury was palpable.

Although the gallant Cossack remained resolute to the bitter 
end, I sensed a recognition that his colors were subdued.  With a 
championship, there was more at stake here than bragging rights.  
Awarding Mr. Hinds a decision, in other words, couldn’t have 
been more meaningful.  It was just as meaningful, by the same 
token, that each one’s honor had been vindicated.

Head Hunting

John Marshall Mantel
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No one works harder than Sean Hinds or takes his job more 
seriously.  Even in defeat, Sergei Kopachev did himself proud.  
Both are worthy adversaries.  Sean has paid his dues big time.  
He’s earned the right to wear such a prestigious belt.

Crippling Kick

Winner:  Sean Hinds by Split Decision

John Marshall Mantel
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The Spoils of War

John Marshall Mantel
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The sine qua non in what we do is “protect yourself at all times”.

Wounded Warrior at Shin Do Kumaté XII on May 12, 2007

Ken.McKimm@i95photo.com for Muay Thaimes

JOSEPH “SIDESHOW” MURDAUGH OF MEGALODON IN GEORGIA
WBL INTERCONTINENTAL WELTERWEIGHT TITLE BOUT
SULEYMAN SULEYMANOV OF KING’S GYM IN RUSSIA

OCTOBER 2, 2008

Joe Murdaugh was also green lighted, after an ankle injury 
scratched Brian Robertson for this title bout.  With holes leak-
ing air from two of the show’s other tires and a Russian belt on 
pledge – complete with VIP’s, including Vladimir Inevatkin, 

Deputy Director of the Russian Olympic Committee – perhaps 
Mr. Murdaugh’s long layoff set the stage for his “Sideshow” 
nickname.

The sine qua non in what we do is “protect yourself at all 
times”.  Those who disregard it trust their fate to fortune.  Talent, 
training and conditioning exempt no one from the Law of Prob-
ability.  Without defense, the odds are against a long career.

Another bad idea is taking a fight on short notice.  While excep-
tions to the rule are plausible, “the evil that men do lives after 

them; the good is oft interred with their bones”.  In South Philly, 
Justin Greskiewicz stays combat ready just to cross the street.  It 
didn’t make a difference, though, when his professional debut 
was green lighted for Shin Do Kumaté XII.  Never one for alibis, 
Justin would eventually make good on his promise to do better 
with more preparation [see the Fall, 2008 Vol. II, No. 3 edition of 
Muay Thaimes].
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It didn’t take long for Joe to confirm Scott Hick’s concern about 
combat readiness.  The incumbent WKA U.S. amateur champ 
brought blanks instead of bullets in his ammunition cartridges.  

Without a visible deterrent, Suleyman splintered “Sideshow’s” 
resistance like timber in a tornado.

Search and Destroy

Ari Ress for the Muay Thaimes
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Winner:  Suleyman Suleymanov by TKO in Round 4

Ari Ress for the Muay Thaimes

Suleyman Suleymanov, Left, in Victory Dance with Arthur Gasanov

The early rounds were more search than destroy.  Those in 
MMA who call this “stand up” would need a dictionary to define 
“Sideshow’s” collapsible shape upon Mr. Suleymanov’s fero-
cious impact.  Pinning him in a corner, the Cossack cavalry cut 
off Joe’s retreat.  In Muay Thai’s lexicon, Grappling is Mud and 
Knees are Kow Dhong.  Put them together and you get bodily 
harm enough for Referee Chris “The Cannon” Wagner to invoke 
a standing eight count.

Stamina isn’t renewable, when it wasn’t there at the get go.  

With “Sideshow” beleaguered in the fourth round, the Cossack 
cavalry went head hunting.  Mr. Murdaugh’s prospects were grim  
enough for an official halt in hostilities.

Russia’s Czars took up their pedigree with a nod to the Roman 
Emperors.  They were Cæsers.  Like Julius Cæser before him, 
Suleyman could legitimately report to the folks back home.  “I 
came.  I saw.  I conquered.”
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Concealed Contraband

Ari Ress for the Muay Thaimes

As nicknames go, “Sideshow” is amongst the most original.  
It speaks to me that Joe Murdaugh doesn’t take himself too seri-
ously, as none of us should.  I wonder also, in hindsight, whether 
it spoke to Georgi Ilkov or was perhaps an omen of the sideshow 
he was about to give us.

There is always pomp and ceremony in these shows, with enough 
variation to leave plenty of room for interpretation.  The one uni-
versal for participants beyond novice is the wearing only of box-
ing shorts except for a groin protector, a mouth guard and 

an occasional elastic ankle support.  Vigilant at ringside, Brian 
Crenshaw spied something more than support on Mr. Ilkov’s left 
ankle.  Concealed underneath the elastic, it looked from where I 
was sitting like the Bulgarian was packing something contraband.  
Who knew brass knuckles could be adapted for the foot?  What-
ever mumbo jumbo his corner thought plausible, it didn’t pass the 
smell test.  Georgi lost the contraption and somehow managed to 
do without it.  Makes you think twice the next time someone says 
“trust me”.
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SEAN HINDS OF THE WAT IN NYC
WBL INTERCONTINENTAL SUPER MIDDLE WEIGHT TITLE BOUT

GEORGI ILKOV OF SOPHIA, BULGARIA

Winner:  Sean Hinds, Right, by Unanimous Decision

When they came to blows, the Bulgarian seemed like Sergei 
Kopachev’s understudy – both are head hunters and neither block 
Dhe Kong low round kicks.  But the Cossack has a certain cha-
risma, where Mr. Ilkov is more proletarian, if it’s still politically 
correct to polemicize blue collars.  Sean Hinds is too cool a cus-
tomer for a power puncher to bully.  Where Mr. Ilkov went for 
the walk off, the champ did bodily harm from long range.  The 
criteria for judging such exchanges focus on damage.  Sean muf-
fled the haymakers with his own gloves.  His long range artillery 
by-passed Georgi’s radar like laser guided smart bombs.  They 
hit their target consistently and detonated on impact.  Midway 
through the match, Mr. Ilkov’s lead leg seemed to wobble. 

an occasional elastic ankle support.  Vigilant at ringside, Brian 
Crenshaw spied something more than support on Mr. Ilkov’s left 
ankle.  Concealed underneath the elastic, it looked from where I 
was sitting like the Bulgarian was packing something contraband.  
Who knew brass knuckles could be adapted for the foot?  What-
ever mumbo jumbo his corner thought plausible, it didn’t pass the 
smell test.  Georgi lost the contraption and somehow managed to 
do without it.  Makes you think twice the next time someone says 
“trust me”.

 It resembled, even from where I sat in the balcony, hamburger 
meat.

Patient to a fault, Mr. Hinds went to the Bulgarian’s torso with his 
round kick then mixed it up.  It is said “kill the body and the head 
will die”.  The accumulation of blows took its toll on Georgi.  
Perhaps Sean thought he’d taken Mr. Ilkov’s measure.  On a rare 
impulse, he went toe to toe and got nailed for his indiscretion.  
The consensus was consistent, though, with the champ’s think-
ing.  It was a thoroughly credible defense of his title.
 

Ari Ress for the Muay Thaimes
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I had some face time with Vladimir Inevatkin, Depu-
ty Director for Business and Technical Support on the 
Russian Olympic Committee (ROC).  His plate is full 
right now with preparations for the 2014 Winter Olym-
pic Games in Sochi.  You might get the idea from his 
job description that Mr. Inevatkin is all about business.  
But he is a kindred spirit, who brought enthusiastic 
support to the Russian corner at Roseland Ballroom.

A career military man in the Engineer Corps, Vladi-
mir enrolled at 14 in the Moscow Technical College.  
He trained there as a boxer with its Athletic Director, 
Valery Popinchinko, who was a Karate Gold Medal-
ist in Rome’s Olympics.  Business before pleasure, he 
served his country and Commonwealth, retiring from 
the Army with the rank of Lt. Colonel before connect-
ing with the ROC in 2001.

Alexei Shtoormin brought Karate to Russia from Japan.  
Under the Soviets, the study of self defense was taboo.  
Although there was a “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy in 
the Red Army, the party line carried a two year prison 
sentence.  Let’s remember, the Soviets held a patent 
on the Gulag, which was Stalin’s alternative to the fi r-
ing squad.  This is the measure of Vladimir Inevatkin’s 
dedication to our cause.  It took a knee injury for him 
to call it quits.

Married in 1975, Vladimir has two boys plus an ad-
opted girl from his second marriage, who’ve blessed 
him already with two grandchildren.  When you tune 
into Sochi for the fun and festivities, our kindred spirit 
will be there helping to make it happen.  If the trip is on 
your itinerary, give him a shout out.  He’ll probably be 
split six ways from Sunday, so this is our way of toast-
ing to his good cheer.  Nasdarovya! 

From Left to Right: Sergey Zayashnikov, Muay Thaimes Publisher, Vladimir Inevatkin

Ari Ress for the Muay Thaimes
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY ADRIAN SANCHEZ, PETER MARNEY AND WILL GORDON.

Christine Toledo fl ew into town this 
past June on the wings of an entourage.  
We see so much of this here, but I didn’t 
get why so many would travel so far at 
such expense for at most a fi fteen minute 
show.  Crossing paths again with Ms. To-
ledo on her own turf, the Philippine press 
corps seemed to have converged from 
distant corners of the globe.  A news re-
port about her exploit was even broadcast 

on local TV the next day from Manila.

Without gainsaying Christine Toledo’s 
popularity on her own merits and in her 
own community, The Great Pinoys rock 
their world.  There is no getting away from 
this theme in Dennis Warner’s showcase 
of talent at the Las Vegas Hilton through 
In Sync Productions, Inc. with a shout out 
to WCK Full Rules Muay Thai.  The one 

bitter pill to swallow was lost luggage 
with photos from the WBC’s July 26, 
2008 World Heavyweight Championship.  
It doesn’t get any better, though, than the 
organization they put in place along with 
the Nevada State Athletic Commission’s 
high profi le.  I’m coming at you so what 
happens in Las Vegas doesn’t stay there.

SUPER BANTAM WEIGHT WOMEN
CHRISTINE TOLEDO WITH MASTER CHAN IN LAS VEGAS

vs.
RUTH ASHDOWN OF LUMPINEE MUAY THAI IN SUSSEX, ENGLAND

Fresh from her thrashing of the serene 
Emily Bearden in New York City, the 
rankings bestowed a berth on Christine 
“The Blade” Toledo in the VIP bracket.  
Where many scout their rivals, Ms. To-
ledo does unto others what they’ve got 
in mind for her.  There are no monopo-
lies on style and tactics in Muay Thai.  
Perhaps I’m seeing something in the tea 
leaves that’s unique to my own taste, but 
I’d bet the ranch that Christine does her 
homework.

That’s all it would have taken for Ms. To-
ledo – or anyone else for that matter – to 
nail Emily’s signature Push Kick or Teep 
and ready a trap for it.  Taking it to the 
next level with her own Teep, Christine 

prelude to Las Vegas, the Great Pinoy 
took Ms. Bearden’s measure with brute 
strength.

combined the element of surprise with 
a tactic that neutralized a threat while 
making her rival reload under fi re.  If I’m 
right about “The Blade”, then she’s not 
only a gifted athlete but also crafty like 
a fox.

If Ms. Toledo’s instrument panel guides 
her through stormy weather, it is con-
sistent with her choice of style.  In Box-
ing, we’d characterize “The Blade” as a 
counter puncher but MMA seems to be 
the fl ourish in her signature.  Whenever 
I hear the cliché from someone’s corner 
“let him come to you”, the band is usu-
ally playing “Taps”.  Muscularity is what 
makes it work for Christine.  In the 
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Muscularity Makes It Work For Christine

Winner:  Christine Toledo by Unanimous Decision

Winner:  Paulo Da Silva by TKO at 2:20 of Round 1

Peter Marney for the Muay Thaimes

The strength of Ruth Ashdown’s con-
victions share an affinity for intimate 
gatherings.  Ms. Ashdown seemed confi-
dent enough with her prospects for me to 
infer that she’s no stranger to the danger 
zone.  There was ample sound and fury 
for the barbarians to trample the gate.  
Christine’s muscularity gave her leverage 
in the clinch, though, to nudge the gallant 
Brit into going with her flow.  

ing upper body control gave Christine 
“The Blade” Toledo a decisive edge.  Just 
steps from the Las Vegas Hilton’s casino, 
she cashed in a winning pile of chips to 
beat the house.

Ruth’s hands were full wrestling an alli-
gator with lethal claws.  Her strength was 
sapped by the sheer exertion.

It is sometimes said that the best defense 
is a good offense.  Reloading under fire 
like Emily Bearden before her, Ms. Ash-
down was kept from deploying her knees.  
The restiveness in Ruth’s corner was a 
mirror of her own frustration.  Maintain
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IKKC SUPER BANTAMWEIGHT INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
ROMIE ADANZA OF TEAM OYAMA IN FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA

vs.
PAULO DE SILVA OF LUMPINEE MUAY THAI IN SUSSEX, ENGLAND

Winner:  Paulo Da Silva by TKO at 2:20 of Round 1

Pride and Prudence are both useful in-
gredients in a warrior’s rations.  Mix them 
unequally, though, and the potion can be 
explosive, like nitroglycerine.  With his 
unblemished record, Romie Adanza had 
good reason for Pride.  Just a couple of 
months earlier, he’d taken Mr. Da Silva’s 
measure.  But it had been a close decision, 
with only a narrow spread in the points.

Whether from a fullness of confidence, 
a bullish nature and/or a conviction that 
it would be even better the second time 
around, Romie brought more Pride than 
Prudence to the rematch.  On a night when 
it seemed like the Great Pinoys were des-
tined to rule the ring, Mr. Adanza took it on 
the chin, literally, from a seismic left hook.

Destiny smiles only on those who chance 
upon Her favor.  The rest of us are on our 
own to defend against adversity.  It re-
mained only for Referee Tony Weeks to 
exercise his own Prudence with a bene-
diction for the vanquished instead of 
going through the ceremony of a count.

Adrian Sanchez for the Muay Thaimes
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WBC INTERNATIONAL WELTERWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP
MICHAEL MANANQUIL OF WORLD MUAY THAI TEAM U.S.A. IN SAN FRANCISCO

vs.
GANKI NAMIKI OF CROSS POINT GYM IN KICHIJYOJI, JAPAN

If this hadn’t been a title match, you 
might have thought that Ganki Namiki 
was making it up as he went along.  Arms 
dangling even on the attack, it seemed at 
times that all Mr. Namiki had going for 

him was a reach advantage.  He made 
an inviting target for Michael Manan-
quil.  Perhaps too inviting.  Within range, 
Ganki spun into a back fist that had bad 
intentions all over it.  Mr. Mananquil 

took it in his stride, applying the prin-
ciple “best defense no be there”.  If the 
Japanese contender was contriving to 
rope a dope, Michael is nobody’s patsy.

Adrian Sanchez for the Muay Thaimes

Escorting her protégé to the show, Chisa 
Yamane, who chairs the Japan Profes-
sional Muay Thai Commission, dis-
closed that he was fresh off a string of 
knock outs.  Mr. Namiki came loaded for 
a repeat performance.  What he got was 
something else.  Michael had his number 

long arms and legs.  He made Mr. Namiki 
dance to his tune, not so much staying 
out of harm’s way as setting it up on ma-
neuver and striking with the venom of a 
King Cobra.

like a card counter at the blackjack table.

Patience is the virtue of discipline.  Where 
bruisers barter defense for serendipity in 
the illusion that they’re exempt from the 
Law of Probability, Mr. Manaquil cho-
reographed space to circumvent Ganki’s 
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Whether Ganki packs a wallop with his 
fists, the Great Pinoy kept it under wraps.  
Muay Thai is all about respect.  It’s not 
just the Wai Kru’s symbolism or pro-
tocol in polite conversation.  Michael 
brought respect to the match and proved 
how it works in the actual practice of 

Muay Thai.  His respect for Mr. Nami-
ki’s punching power inspired its defeat.

It was reported afterwards that Michael 
felt remiss in not getting a knock out.  
From where I sat, Ganki seemed doughty 
despite getting the worst of it.  If they’d 

gone to brawl, perhaps Mr. Namiki 
would have folded.  It might also have 
played into the ambush that he’d come 
loaded for.  Hindsight isn’t always 20/20, 
when we revisit history for variations on 
a theme.  A Great Pinoy ruled the ring.  
That’s more than a theme.  It’s the verdict.

Winner:  Michael Mananquil, Left, by Unanimous Decision

Although results were mixed for the 
Great Pinoys, Kru Sam’s World Muay 
Thai Team U.S.A. beat the house in Las 
Vegas.  Kang En, Beijing’s San Chou 
champion from Sheng Hui Wushu Fight 

Club, wore Kru Sam’s colors with talent 
and versatility for a unanimous decision 
over a feisty James Martinez out of Win-
klejohn’s Kickboxing in New Mexico.  Sad 
to say, the Photo Op was lost in the same 

luggage with Shane Del Rosario’s TKO 
of Mexican champ Paul Romero for the 
WBC’s World Heavyweight title, making 
it three out of four for the Great Pinoys.

Adrian Sanchez for the Muay Thaimes
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LIGHT HEAVY WEIGHTS
KY HOLLENBECK OF WORLD MUAY THAI TEAM U.S.A. IN SAN FRANCISCO

vs.
JARED LAMA OF TEAM OYAMA IN FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA

Ky Hollenback embodies both the 
promise and the peril for Muay Thai in 
our landscape.  Nature and nurture come 

together in a package for the power to 
obliterate.  With fists, elbows, knees and 
shins in a lethal combustion, the blast 

is enough to flatten anyone in its way.  
That’s the promise of Muay Thai for 
those of us who bleed red, white and blue.

Jared Lama was at peril to withstand 
such a force of nature.  After an elbow 
took out his command and control cir-
cuits, it was all over for Jared.  Where it 

goes for Mr. Hollenbeck now is a whole 
different kind of peril to Muay Thai’s fans 
and faithful.  With his promise and poten-
tial, there is more to be made in the cage.  

If we haven’t got the purse to keep talent 
like this, Muay Thai’s loss will be MMA’s 
gain.  For every winner, there is a loser.

Adrian Sanchez for the Muay Thaimes
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Winner:  Ky Hollenbeck, Right, by KO at 1:20 of Round 1

The last time I crossed paths with Chike 
Lindsay-Ajudua, he took the measure of 
a fierce Mukai Maromomo for the WKA 
North American Men’s Amateur Wel-
terweight title.  Mr. Maromo trains with 
world champion Shane Campbell.  It was 
the rarest occasion on September the 
30th, 2007, when both Canadians came 
away losers.  With Kru Alin Halmagean 

AWOL, they just had Iron Tiger Muay 
Thai’s financial backers in their corner.  
Despite the handicap, Mukai had only 
Mr. Lindsay-Ajudua to blame for his loss.

If there was a common denominator that 
night in both bouts, everyone seemed 
shy of the clinch, as though too much K-
1 had taken its toll on them.  Old timers 

sometimes confide to me their wariness 
of knees, pretty much admitting that K-1 
rules are like the Designated Hitter Rule in 
Major League Baseball, keeping pitchers 
in the rotation when they’d otherwise be 
yanked for someone who swings a meaner 
bat.  Amongst contenders in Muay Thai, 
there’s not the same excuse, especially 
where elbows to the head are off limits.

Adrian Sanchez for the Muay Thaimes
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MIDDLE WEIGHTS
CHIKE LINDSAY-AJUDUA OF KHUNPON’S IN ATLANTA

vs.
BRYCE KRAUS OF TEAM OYAMA IN FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA

Since the match with Mr. Maromomo, 
Chike seems to have gone turbo.  His 
smooth style is a credit to Khunpon.  The 

secret to his success, now as well as then, 
is blinding hand speed.  Mr. Lindsay-
Adjudua has the quickest trigger finger 

that you’re ever likely to witness.  Bryce 
Kraus would probably agree.  It’s tough 
to block what you can’t see coming.

WKA USA / CSL photo by Will Gordon
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Distracting Bryce with a sledge ham-
mer on his lead leg, Chike dropped him 
for eight with two steel fi sts in combina-
tion.  The rest between rounds was just 
a pause to delay the inevitable.  Enfold

ing Mr. Kraus in a clinch, the smooth 
Southern stylist blasted a volley of 
knees into the torso.  Bryce went down 
again for eight.  A repeat performance 
near the bell was enough for Referee 

Junichiro Kamijo to affi rm that the qual-
ity of justice is mercy.  When the bell 
rang, it tolled for Mr. Lindsay-Adjudua.  
He’s learned how to fi nish it with style.

Winner:  Chike Lindsay-Adjudua, Right, by TKO at the End of Round 2

Mindful of Kang En’s sweep to beat 
the house for Kru Sam’s World Muay 
Team U.S.A., his victim’s name might be 
familiar to you.  It was the same James 
Martinez, who carried our national colors 
to the inaugural season of Contender Asia.  
There are reports that the show has been 
bumped by VS Channel, and a petition is 

now circulating to lobby for its renewal.
Without gainsaying the cable channel’s 
prerogative, you’ve got to handicap the 
ratings for probable cause.  The impera-
tives of the market are inexorable.  Suc-
cess like Ky Hollenbeck’s, Chike Lind-
say-Adjudua’s, Paulo Da Silva’s and the 
Great Pinoys, on the other hand, keep us 

coming back for more.  The place to go 
for this kind of talent show is In Synch 
Productions, Inc. and the man who makes 
it happen is Dennis Warner.  If they 
ever come to Mardi Gras, laissez bon 
temps roulez!  Let the good times roll! 

Adrian Sanchez for the Muay Thaimes
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Peter Marney for Muay Thaimes

Christine “The Blade” Toledo, Right, with Master Chan
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REPORT BY MIGUEL RIVERA AND ROBERT S. REITER.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LANCE BURNS AND PETER MARNEY.

In a town where the next big thing is old be-
fore the rank and fi le cast their votes, Church 
Street Boxing Gym’s Friday Night Fight Se-
ries in New York City deserves landmark sta-
tus.  It takes an impresario to pace this kind of 
pack.  If Justin Blair ran the Roman Forum, 
there would be a show every month and we’d 
be loving it.

It was Thomas Edison who defi ned genius as 
1% inspiration and 99% perspiration.  Perhaps 
Justin’s inspiration came from north of the bor-
der, where Mike Miles gathered Canada’s best 
to duke it out for a berth in Contender Asia.  
On a parallel trajectory, Justin did something 
similar with the WKA’s North American Ju-
nior Middleweight Championship in the Ama-
teur Division.

Without a universal ranking of contenders in Muay Thai, Justin’s instincts were right on the money.  There are maybe one or two others I 
would have invited but everyone on the guest list was solid in my book and selectivity requires a cut off or the show would go way past 
curfew.  Who amongst us hasn’t fantasized about dream matches that are good for at least a couple of beers?  If you sniffed a scent of 
perspiration in the Broad Street Ballroom, diagonally across from the New York Stock Exchange, Justin Blair’s inspiration was a stroke 
of genius.

Photo by Lance  Burns  2008
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Let me set the agenda for you.  Invitations went to eight contenders.  They drew cards from a deck with four pairs.  The match ups 
were random.  It was single elimination, instead of round robin.  Winners stayed in contention, while losers were eliminated.  Unlike 
K-1, where time often seems to take its toll, adrenalin worked to compensate for fatigue.  The bouts were so competitive, you could 
sense the crowd amping for a climax.

Photo by Lance  Burns  2008

Photo by Lance  Burns  2008
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With his signature showman’s flourish, Justin staged a crowd pleaser with the preliminary bout.  After a sumptuous meal of raw meat 
and Singha Beer, he rolled out a Viennese table for dessert.  The featured fight of the night rocked the house.  Then the climax came 
with the title match.  Editor.  The Wu will take it from here.

PRELIMINARY BOUT
PATRICK YEE OF SITAN MUAY THAI IN NYC

vs.
ANDREW MOY OF GYM 445 IN SAN FRANCISCO

The Preliminary Bout matched featherweights Patrick Yee from Sitan Gym in NYC’s Borough of Queens against Andrew Moy out 
of Gym 445 in San Francisco.  Patrick is a seasoned veteran.  He started off the match calm and poised, measuring Moy and striking at 
will.  Andrew was unflinching.  He was willing to get in order to give and cashed it in with crisp boxing combinations.  Yee dictated the 
fight’s pace, landing thunderous roundhouses and controlling the clinch.  Although Moy was unyielding, as well as unflinching, he was 
also the worse for wear and tear.  It really doesn’t get any better than Patrick’s Muay Thai.  If experience is the best teacher, then Andrew 
got a valuable lesson.  Like Old Man River, though, Patrick Yee “just keeps on rolling along” to victory.

Winner:  Patrick Yee, Left, by Unanimous Decision Winner:  Liam Tarrant, Right, by Unanimous Decision

Peter Marney for Muay Thaimes
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ELIMINATION BOUTS – QUARTER FINALS
LIAM TARRANT OF NORTH JERSEY MUAY THAI

vs.
JOEL ALLEN OF ARDÓN’S SWEET SCIENCE IN BROOKLYN

The first match of the quarter finals would pit Liam Tarrant of North Jersey Muay Thai against Joel Allen of Ardóns Sweet Science 
Gym.  These two game fighters came out to set the pace for all the others.  Both gave and received in the opening round, most of which 
was hard fought in the clinch.  In the final round, Allen showed signs of fatigue.  Smelling blood, Tarrant came on hard.  He got in some 
punishing kicks, one of which connected to Allen’s dome.  If they were close through two, this was the tie breaker.  Giving credit where 
it was due, Tarrant would stay in the hunt.

Winner:  Liam Tarrant, Right, by Unanimous Decision

Peter Marney for Muay Thaimes
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HENRY EBOUE OF CHURCH STREET BOXING GYM IN NYC
vs.

MARCUS FISHER OF KHAAY MUAY SIT-KANGMONGKORN

The second quarter fi nal matched Marcus Fisher of Khaay Sit-Kangmongkorn from Pittsburgh PA with New York City’s Henry 
Eboue out of the sponsor’s Church Street Boxing Gym.  Eboue seemed at fi rst to have a case of the jitters.  He was hesitant to engage.  
Fisher’s antidote for Henry’s indecision was to bury a vicious back round house, like an axe, into one of the local’s supporting beams.  
Marcus was relentless.  He landed punch after punch, kick after kick.  Eboue mustered a come back, but it was too little too late.  
Fisher’s performance earned him a berth in the semis for a date with Liam Tarrant.

Winner:  Marcus Fisher, Right, by Unanimous Decision
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GABE DOUGHERTY OF SITAN MUAY THAI IN PHILADELPHIA
vs.

DANIEL GURZENDA OF ELITE FIGHTING ACADEMY IN TAMPA, FLORIDA

In the third quarter fi nal, Daniel Gurzenda from Tampa’s Team Thunder squared off against Gabe Dougherty, fi ghting out of Sitan 
Gym in PA.  Both fi ghters brought some butterfl ies with them.  There were more fi reworks, at fi rst, than technique.  In the whirl of 
punching and kicking, Daniel leaned into a round house that caught him upside the head.  Then an upper cut dropped him to the can-
vas.  With Gurzenda retreating more than defending himself, referee Eric Diaz made it offi cial for Gabe to move up a level.

Winner:  Gabe Dougherty, Left, by TKO at 1:20 of Round 2

Peter Marney for Muay Thaimes
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TURAN HASANOV OF BORODIN’S MUAY THAI IN BROOKLYN
vs.

SACHA HIJAZI OF BOB CARVER’S THAI BOXING ACADEMY IN OTTAWA, CANADA

The final bout of the quarter finals put Canada’s Sacha Hijazi in the ring with Brooklyn’s own Turan Hasanov of Borodin’s Muay Thai.  
Hijazi dominated the first round.  He took the fight to Turan, at times, overwhelming the young fighter.  Both fighters went toe to toe in 
the next round, exchanging punishment with bad intentions, but Sasha continued to dominate the clinch.  Hasanov came out of his corner 
on a mission in the third round.  He pushed the fight to Hijazi, landing combination after combination, getting through with a couple of 
superman punches.  But it wasn’t enough to keep Hijazi from an appointment with Gabe Dougherty.

Photo by Lance  Burns  2008

Winner:  Sacha Hijazi, Right, by Unanimous Decision
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ELIMINATION BOUTS – SEMI FINALS
LIAM TARRANT OF NORTH JERSEY MUAY THAI

vs.
MARCUS FISHER OF KHAAY MUAY SIT-KANGMONGKORN

(SIT-DRAGON LEG MUAY THAI) IN PITTSBURGH

Both fighters came out strong, trading blow for blow, but Marcus was dominant in the clinch.  Fisher used his visible strength 
advantage to subdue Liam in close quarters, like a Grizzly with a mean hug.  Tarrant defied intimidation and made a fight of it, when 
there was any space between them.  Marcus literally stayed on top enough, though, to qualify for a title shot.

Winner:  Marcus Fisher, Left, by Unanimous Decision

Peter Marney for Muay Thaimes
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GABE DOUGHERTY OF SITAN MUAY THAI IN PHILADELPHIA
vs.

SACHA HIJAZI OF BOB CARVER’S THAI BOXING ACADEMY IN OTTAWA, CANADA

Explosive with his fists, Gabe came out swinging.  Hijazi took him into the clinch and hammered knees into his torso.  The accumu-
lation of body punishment over three rounds took a lot of the steam out of Dougherty’s punches.  Running low on ammunition, Gabe’s 
defense crumbled as Sascha came on strong.  With more Muay Thai in his arsenal, Hijazi put himself in contention with Marcus Fisher 
for the WKA’s Junior Middleweight Championship in the Amateur Division.

Winner:  Sacha Hijazi, Right, by Unanimous Decision
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FEATURED FIGHT
OGNJEN TOPIC OF NORTH JERSEY MUAY THAI

vs.
ABE ESTACIO OF GYM 445 IN SAN FRANCISCO

Ognjen Topic of North Jersey Muay Thai and Abe Estacio of Gym 445 in San Francisco are both credible lightweight contenders in 
their own right.  Ognjen is a very exciting fighter to watch.  It is no secret that I am a big fan of technique, and that’s what Ognjen brings 
to every fight.  Tonight he would battle Estacio, who’d gone public that he wanted to fight Topic.  Put those two together, and you’ve got 
the makings for an exciting match.  That’s exactly what it was.

Topic came out calm and cool as always, measuring and feeling out his opponent.  Abe had other plans and did what he’d promised to 
do, which was to bring the fight to Ognjen.  Topic brought his signature kicks to exchange with Estacio’s powerful punching combina-
tions.

Topic launched out of his corner more aggressively, in the second round, catching Abe a little off guard.  In the clinch, Ognjen landed a 
barrage of knees that put Estacio on the canvas for a standing eight count.  Estacio sucked it up and continue to battle.

In the following round, Estacio came on like a bat out of Hell.  He was un-phased and connected with a spinning back fist that seemed to 
daze Topic.  Throughout the rest of the fight, they went back and forth, with neither dominating nor yielding.  It was one of those close 
contests that you’d rather pay to see than get paid to judge and was easily the fight of the night.

Solid Puncher Signature Stylist

Photo by Peter Marney 2008
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Winner:  Ognjen Topic by Unanimous Decision

WKA NORTH AMERICAN AMATEUR
JUNIOR MIDDLEWEIGHT TITLE BOUT

GABE DOUGHERTY OF SITAN MUAY THAI IN PHILADELPHIA
vs.

SACHA HIJAZI OF BOB CARVER’S THAI BOXING ACADEMY IN OTTAWA, CANADA

It was finally time to crown a champion.  Who would win the North American Junior Middle Weight Muay Thai title?  Coming off a 
truly memorable match, there was a palpable buzz of anticipation in crowd.

Muay Thaimes 42
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There wasn’t a lot of technique in this match.  I’d venture a guess it was a combination of nerves and the hunger to win the belt that mo-
tivated Marcus and Sascha to both let it all hang out.  Most of the fight took place in the clinch.  Although both contenders had their mo-
ments when trading blows, Fisher’s upper body strength gave him the upper hand where they spent the most time.  Between two worthy 
contenders, only one of whom could win the vacant title, it was close enough to split the judges.  Marcus was victorious by consensus.

Justin Blair – Man in the Middle of the Contenders

Photo by Lance Burns 2008

Marcus Fisher, Right, 
With the Strength Advantage

Sascha Hijazi, Left, 
Exchanging Blows With Marcus Fisher

Photo by Lance Burns 2008 Photo by Lance Burns 2008
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Winner:  Marcus Fisher by Split Decision

It was an historic night for Muay Thai in New York City.  So often you wonder how someone gets the shot for a title.  Nothing could 
be fairer than giving everyone who deserves it a chance.  Spacing it out over time might have given us something to chew on between 
episodes, but packing all of the excitement into a single night couldn’t possibly be more entertaining.  Whomever the crowd came to 
back, everyone got their money’s worth and then some.  Justin Blair and the whole crew at Church Street Boxing’s Friday Night Fight 
Series in New York City deserve credit not only for this but also for making the championship so meaningful.  I’m not going to say 
that you can’t ask for more, because I’ll take it if I can get it.  The Wu

Photo by Peter Marney 2008
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When SSgt. Christopher Thompson 
last checked in with us, it was from Camp 
Victory in Baghdad.  SSgt. Thompson 
was on his third deployment, doing Se-
curity Detail for U.S. Army Chaplain 
Wood.  In a place where the locals pack 
AK-47’s and Rocket Propelled Grenade 
Launchers (RPG’s), Security Detail is 
defi nitely hazardous duty.

Even at forward fi re bases Chris came 
across kindred spirits who trained and 
practiced Muay Thai.  It was more about 
maintaining combat readiness than Mil-
itary Close Quarters Combat (MCQC).  
“It keeps you focused, enhances your 
endurance and quickens your reaction 
time.” SSgt. Thompson also told us 
that “some of my students report that 
they are able to take a blast and keep 
on going, because of the [kevlar] vest 
and body conditioning that I’d put them 
through.  Muay Thai teaches you to fi ght 
through the pain.”

Back state side, Chris remains on active 

“Turbine”.
At the opening of the fi ght, both start-
ed off slowly.  They were feeling each 
other out.  Through the next two rounds 
“The Turbine” picked up the pace.  He 
just kept attacking.  Kicks and punches 
came from every angle.  There were 
times, when François seemed over-
whelmed.  He remained game until the 
end, but SSgt. Thompson’s speed and 
technique earned him the win to retain 
his U.S.M.T.A. title.

Chris began his Muay Thai training 
back in 2000 with War Dog Muay Thai 
under Kru Daniel Crowson in Tennes-
see.  Since then he’s been with many 
other great trainers, such as Kru Daniel 
Dring, Ajarn Uhtit “David” Oudthone, 
Kru Chuck Daly and Kru Drew Law-
rence.  Chris is also a certifi ed instruc-
tor (Kru) through the Prathet Thai Muay 
Thai Kickboxing Gym and has been the 
Colorado state representative for the 
U.S.M.T.A

duty but still cultivates a taste for ac-
tion.  He also continues to maintain his 
combat readiness through Muay Thai.  
Compared with RPG Alley in Iraq, a 
tour in the Octagon for SSgt. Thompson 
must seem like more smoke than fi re.  
Having moth balled his kevlar vest until 
the next deployment, exactly who is go-
ing to blast Chris harder than an AK-47 
round?  EDITOR.

The place:  The City Auditorium of E. 
Kiowa in Colorado Springs. The event:  
NO MERCY EXTREME FIGHTING – 
ANNIHILATION.  Chris “The Turbine” 
Thompson of Iron Shin/Kongo-Do Fight 
Team took on François “Chok” Viray of 
Xtreme Tactics Fight Team.

For starters, I love tradition.  When Chris 
did the Wai Kru/Ram Muay in a cage, it 
was something to behold.  A lot of fi ght-
ers out there have nicknames, but not all 
of them live up to them.  Chris defi nitely 
showed me why he is called the

RPG ALLEY CAT’S CAGE CONQUEST 
IN COLORADO

REPORT BY MIGUEL “WUFANG”RIVERA
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INTERNATIONAL KICKBOXING 
FEDERATION
P.O. Box 1205

Newcastle, California  95658
(916) 663-2467

www.ikfkickboxing.com/
Mr. Steve Fossum, President

CALIFORNIA
FAIRTEX WORLDWIDE
132-140 Hawthorne Street

San Francisco, California  94107
(415) 777-0702

www.fairtex.com/
Mr. Anthony Lin, President

U.S. AGENCY OF WBC MUAY THAI

THAI BOXING ASSOCIATION 
OF THE U.S.A.
P.O. Box 4585

Carson, California  90749
(310)834-2724

www.thaiboxing.com/
Ajarn Surachai “Chai” Sirisute

THE BOXING ZONE
1351 Palm Avenue

Imperial Beach, California  91932
(619) 429-8269

www.theboxingzone.com/
Kru Victor Beltran

SACRAMENTO CLOSE 
QUARTERS COMBAT

3612 Madison Avenue, Suite 30
North Highlands, California  95660

(916) 514-0100
www.sacramentocqc.com

Mr. Keith Miller

NO LIMITS MIXED
MARTIAL ARTS

1962 Barranca Parkway
Irvine, California  92606

(949) 251-8822
nolimitmma.com/

Head Coach Colin Oyama
WORLD MUAY THAI TEAM USA

2575 Ocean Avenue
San Francisco, California  94132

(415)333-3496
www.worldteamusa.com/
Kru Sam Phimsoutham

TEAM CHEETAH
2346 Valdez Street, Apt. 2
Oakland, California  94612

(510) 268-9106
www.cheetahmuaythaiacademy.com

Master Cheetah

ARIZONA
ROUFUS KICKBOXING CENTER

1155 West 23rd Street
Tempe, Arizona  85282

(480) 966-5425
www.roufuskickboxingcenter.com/

Mr. Rick Roufus
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COLORADO
BLOCKER ACADEMY OF MARTIAL ARTS

10350 East Easter Avenue
Centennial, Colorado  80122

(720)220-6838
 www.blockeracademy.com

Kru Snake Blocker

ADVANTAGE MARTIAL ARTS
5077 West 64th Avenue

Arvada, Colorado  80003
(303) 650-5566

advantagema.ath.cx/ama/
Mr. Scott Pedersen

Mr. Steve Fossum, President

A-ART OF WAR
4272 Lowell Boulevard

Denver, Colorado  80211
(303) 458-1444

lorraine.lopez@fadv.com
Ms. Lorraine Lopez

ROCKY MOUNTAIN COMBAT 
SPORTS CLUB

15464 East Hampden Avenue
Aurora, Colorado  80013

(720) 298-2421
www.myspace.com/fightcolorado

Mr. Mike Pereira

CONNECTICUT
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF 

PROFESSIONAL RINGSIDE PHYSICIANS
40 Heights Road, Suite 201
Darien, Connecticut  06820

(203) 662-8900
www.aaprp.org

GEORGIA
KNUCKLE UP FITNESS

5956 Roswell Road
Atlanta, Georgia  30342

(404) 943-0609
www.knuckleupfitness.com/Khunpon

TEAM TORO MUAY THAI
7960 South Madison

Burr Ridge, Illinois  60527
(630)640-2686

www.team-toro.com/
Kru Ricardo Perez

HILLCLAN TRAINING CENTER
203 Airport Drive

Joliet, Illinois  60431
(815) 730-3800

www.hcextreme.com/
Mr. Ron “Tashi” Hill

ILLINOIS

MARYLAND
BEST MARTIAL ARTS STYLES

7100 Baltimore Avenue
College Park, Maryland  20740

(240) 296-9988
www.bestmartialartsstyles.com/

Grand Master Quoc Dung

LLOYD IRVIN BRAZILIAN
JIU-JITSU & KICKBOXING

6333 Old Branch Avenue, Suite 302
Temple Hills, Maryland  20748

(301)449-5425
www.lloydirvin.com/
Master Lloyd Irvin
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WAI KRU MIXED MARTIAL ARTS
236 Brighton Avenue

Allston, Massachusetts  02134
(857) 204-9267

www.waikru.com
Kru John Allan

BOSTON MUAY THAI 
ACADEMY

527 Columbia Road
Dorchester, Massachusetts  02125

(617) 288-3988
www.bostonmuaythai.com

Kru Steve Soriano

SITYODTONG
MUAY THAI ACADEMY

100 Broadway
Somerville, Massachusetts  02145

(617) 627-9678
Kru Mark DellaGrotte

MICHIGAN
COOPER’S KICKBOXING & 

MUAY THAI GYM
16849 West Warren Avenue
Detroit, Michigan  48228

(313) 581-5085
www.cooperkickboxing.com/

Mr. Al Cooper

WARRIOR’S WAY MARTIAL ARTS 
ALLIANCE

3100 Old Farm Lane, Suite 1
Walled Lake, Michigan  48390

(248) 960-4884
www.warriorway.com/
Kru Matee Jedeepitak

NEVADA
MASTER TODDY’S MUAY THAI ACADEMY

5740 South Arville Street
Las Vegas, Nevada  89118

(702) 433-7000
www.mastertoddy.com/

Master Toddy

NEW MEXICO
WINKELJOHN’S KICKBOXING

5505 Acoma SE
Albuquerque, New Mexico  87110

(505)881-7911
akkawink@earthlink.net

NORTH JERSEY MUAY THAI GYM
95-B Dell Glen Avenue

Lodi, New Jersey  07644
(862) 591-1281

www.northjerseymuaythai.net
Kru Joe Bumanlag & Kru Ray Cruz

FATJO’S MARTIAL 
ARTS CENTER

479 State Route 79, Suite 11
Morganville, New Jersey  07751

(732) 970-0065
www.fmacworld.com

Mr. Jerry Fatjo

USKBA ACTION SPORTS
Post Office Box 109

Emerson, New Jersey  07630
(212) 760-4766

corp@uskba.com
Paul Rosner, President

TONG DRAGON MIXED MARTIAL ARTS
333 Atlantic City Boulevard (Route 9)

Bayville, New Jersey  08721
(732) 237-2595

www.tongdragon.com
Chief Instructor Eric Colon

MCCANN XTREME FREESTYLE
COMBAT SPORTS TRAINING

235 Regina Avenue
Hamilton, New Jersey  08619

(609)571-5292
jpmbujutsu@aol.com

Jim McCann

MASSACHUSSETTS

NEW JERSEY
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NEW YORK
UNITED STATES MUAY THAI ASSOCIATION

115 East 54th Street, 4th Floor
New York, New York  10022

(347) 427-0191
www.usmta.com

Clint Heyliger, National Director

LIONS ROAR MUAY THAI CAMP
2966 Jerome Avenue

Bronx, New York  10468
(917) 804-3792

roaringlions13@aol.com
Kru William Rivera

ARDÓN’S SWEET SCIENCE 
GYM, INC.

861 4th Avenue
Brooklyn, New York  11232

(718) 965-0199
Mr. Greg Ardón

BORODIN’S MUAY THAI
2209 Avenue Z

Brooklyn, New York  11235
(718) 332-7993

www.borodinsgym.com
Kru Vladimir Borodin

CHAMPIONS FITNESS CENTER
2634 Gerritsen Avenue

Brooklyn, New York  11229
(718) 934-5425

www.championsfitcenter.com
Ms. Andrea De Angelo

SITAN MUAY THAI
25-73 Steinway Street, Ground Floor
Long Island City, New York  11103

(718) 932-5000
www.sitangymny.com

Master Aziz

FIGHTHOUSE
122 West 27th Street, 2nd Floor

New York, New York  10001
(212) 807-9202

www.fighthouse.com/
Ms. Peggy Cho

ANDERSON’S MARTIAL ARTS
43 Park Place

New York, New York  10001
(212) 714-0632

www.andersonsmartialarts.reachlocal.net
Sifu/Guro Dan Anderson

THE WAT / LUGSITNASRONG
THAI BOXING GYM

31 Howard Street
New York, New York  10013

(212)966-4010
www.thewat.com
Kru Phil Nurse

FIVE POINTS FITNESS
444 Broadway

New York, New York  10013
(212) 226-4474

www.5pointsfitness.com
Kru Simon Burgess, Kru Steve Mills

CHURCH STREET BOXING GYM
25 Park Place Basement

New York, New York  10007
(212) 571-3777

www.churchstreetboxinggym.com
Mr. Justin Blair

EXTREME  MUAY THAI MMA 
ACADEMY

253 West Merrick Avenue
Valley Stream, New York  11580

(516) 568-3768
www.extrememuaythaimma.com

NORTH CAROLINA
ULTIMATE GYM

2019 North Tryon Street
Charlotte, North Carolina  28206

(704) 333-0071
www.ultimate-gym.com

Kru Richard Harrell

OHIO
OHIO MUAY THAI ACADEMY – WESTSIDE

915B Distribution Drive
Columbus, Ohio  43228

(614)586-1538
www.ohiomuaythai.com

Kru Tony and Jane Mosley
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OKLAHOMA
ADAMS MUAY THAI KALI 

ACADEMY OF TULSA
4107 South 72nd East Avenue

Tulsa, Oklahoma  74135
(918) 488-0707

www.muaythaikali.com
Khuen Kru Samuel F. Adams

PONTAWEE CAMP USA
P.O. Box 5, 315 North Third Street

Texhoma, Oklahoma  73949
(580) 423-7239

pontaweecamp@yahoo.com
Ric Sniffen

BODY ARTS GYM
926 North 2nd Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania  19123
(215) 520-9682

www.bodyartsgym.com
Kru Angel Cartagena

COOL HEARTS MUAY THAI CLUB
1321 South Juniper Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19147
(888) 276-1031

www.phillymma.com
Kru Rigel Balsamico and Kru Justin Greskiewicz

PENNSYLVANIA
KHAAY MUAY SIT-KANGMONGKORN

(SIT-DRAGON LEGMUAY THAI)
2620 Brownsville Road

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  15227
(412) 398-5436

www.sit-dragonleg.com
Kru Mark Deluca and Kru Stephen Strotmeir

VIRGINIA
COMBAT SPORTS CENTER

10454 Ridgefield Parkway
Richmond, Virginia  23233

(804) 754-2546
www.combatsportscenter.com

Mr. Brian Crenshaw  
WKA VICE PRESIDENT, U.S.  AMATEUR DIVISION

MI•KI•DO YOUTH FOUNDATION
6425 Windham Avenue

Alexandria, Virginia  22315
(703)922-5147

www.mikido.com
Master Mike Hess

EASTERN ACADEMY OF 
MARTIAL ARTS

2702 Virginia Beach Boulevard
Virginia Beach, Virginia  23452

(757) 486-5200
www.easternacademy.com/

Wahsei Miran, Founder

HYBRID ACADEMY OF 
MARTIAL ARTS

5476 Virginia Beach Boulevard, Suite 
127

Virginia Beach, Virginia  23462
(757) 490-6906

www.hybridacademy.com
Mr. Buck Grant

LINNX ACADEMY OF 
MARTIAL ARTS

1320 Kempsville Road
Virginia Beach, Virginia  23464-4301

(757) 495-7070
www.linxxacademy.com/

Mr. Frank Cucci

VIRGINIA BEACH ACADEMY 
OF MARTIAL ARTS

3440 Chandler Creek Road
Virginia Beach, Virginia  23453

(757) 468-6488
www.virginiabeachacademyof

martialarts.com   Kru William Varner

TRIDENT ACADEMY
OF MARTIAL ARTS

14220 Smoketown Road
Woodbridge, Virginia  22192

(703) 490-2425
www.tridentacademy.org

Pat Tray, Founder
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EASTERN ACADEMY OF 
MARTIAL ARTS

2702 Virginia Beach Boulevard
Virginia Beach, Virginia  23452

(757) 486-5200
www.easternacademy.com/

Wahsei Miran, Founder

TEXAS
JANJIRA MUAY THAI

3033 West Parker Road, Suite 202
Plano, Texas  75023

(972)769-8663
www.saekson.com/

Saekson Janjira

WISCONSIN
DUKE ROUFUS GYM

320 North 76th Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin  53213

(414) 453-5425
www.dukeroufusgym.com/

Mr. Duke Roufus

CANADA
MIKE MILES MUAY THAI & KICKBOXING [KHAAY SITKRAITUS]

6041 - 6th Street SE
Calgary, Alberta T3C 0M4, CANADA

(403) 244-8424
www.mikemiles.com/

Ajarn Mike Miles
WMC & IFMA CANADIAN AGENCY & EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER

WKA NORTH AMERICAN AGENCY
PHADY’S MUAY THAI

164 McAtee Place
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 6Z8, 

CANADA
(519) 622-3423

annaphady@hotmail.com
Kru Khan Phady

STRATFORD MUAY THAI
MYSTIC ART SOCIETY

151 Burnham Crescent
Cambridge, Ontario N3E 1B3, 

CANADA
(519) 658-6687

streetboxer662@hotmail.com
Chris Kew & Ana Kirkham

SAMIR’S COMBAT REACTION
1164 Barton Street East

Hamilton, Ontario L8H 2V6
 CANADA

(905) 730-5902
www.combatreaction.com
Kru Samir “Sandman” Seif

SCORPION MUAY THAI
190 Bullock Drive

Markham, Ontario L3P 7N3, CANADA
(416) 888-2955

www.universalmixedmartialarts.com
Paul Tudlong

BOB CARVER’S
THAI BOXING ACADEMY

306A Rideout Street
Ottawa, Ontario K1N 5Y5, 

CANADA
carverb@on.aibn.com

Bob Carver

OTTAWA ACADEMY OF
MARTIAL ARTS, INC.

1673 Carling Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario K2A 1C4, CANADA

(613) 728-0880
www.oama.ca

Kru Mark Holst
HOUSE OF MUAY THAI - SIAM NO.1

75 Ingram Drive
Toronto, Ontario M6M 2L7, CANADA

(416) 781-3775
www.houseofmuaythai.com
Master Suchart Yodterepapai

LANNA MUAY THAI CANADA
3625 Weston Road, Unit 1

Toronto, Ontario M9L 1V9, CANADA
(416) 740-2352

www.lannamuaythai.ca
Kru Mel Bellissimo

IRON TIGER MUAY THAI
100 Centennial Parkway South

Stoney Creek, Ontario L8G 2C8, CANADA
(905) 662-1100

www.irontigermuaythai.com
Kru Alin Halmagean

M-1 THAI BOXING SYSTEM
410 Chrislea Road, Unit 10

Woodbridge, Ontario L4L 8B5, CANADA
(416) 988-6959/(905) 856-6902

www.m1thaiboxing.com
Kru Alex Ricci
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WORLD KICKBOXING ASSOCIATION
James Court, 63 Gravelly Lane

Birmingham, B23 6LX, GREAT BRITAIN
+441213822995

www.radstudios.de/develop/WKA
Paul Ingram, WKA World President

SUPER GYM
5 Allen Street / Macclesfield

Cheshire, SK17 7AB, GREAT 
BRITAIN

www.shoutfight.com
Vincent Shoreman

TOUCH GLOVES THAI KICKBOXING
Branwell’s Mill, Penzance

Cornwall, TR18 2QL, GREAT BRITAIN
+44 (0)7974 333489

www.touchgloves.co.uk
Mr. Nathan Kitchen

CRAWLEY THAI BOXING 
CENTRE

49 Gatwick Road, 1st Floor – Manor 
RoyalCrawley,  RH10 9RD, GREAT 

BRITAIN
+44 (0) 7702 119 198

www.crawleythaiboxing.co.uk
Mr. John Jarvis

BAD COMPANY GYM
P.O. Box 183, Horsforth Leeds, 
LS18 4WD, GREAT BRITAIN

+44 (0) 7885 270 267
www.badcompany.co.uk

Mr. Richard Smith

GERMANY
MACH A KARLSRUHE

76189 Karlsruhe
GERMANY

marijo_c@web.de

OSAKA SPORTS CENTER
Hansastraße 14a

26723 Emden, GERMANY
Inh.: Jens Fricke

JAPAN
JAPAN PROFESSIONAL

MUAY THAI COMMISSION
13-4 Hachiyama-Cho, Hillside West A-501, 

Shibuya-Ku Tokyo  150-0035, JAPAN
+81-3-3496-9575

jpmcofficial@gmail.com
Chisa Yamane, Chairwoman

FUJIMOTO GYM
1-41-13-403 Itabashi, Itabashi-ku

Tokyo  173-0004, JAPAN
+81-(0)90-3086-2378

alljapantoshi@mvj.biglobe.ne.jp
Toshi “Peter Pan” Naka

MEXICO
MUAY THAI BOXING 

CENTER
Zamora#11 Col. Centro

Xalapa, Veracruz, MEXICO
011-52-622-17-96-07

www.jorgevazquezmuaythai.com.mx
Master Jorge Vàzquez

INDIA
MUAYTHAI 

FEDERATION OF INDIA
National HQs, PO Box 107
Kohima 797001, Nagaland, 

INDIA
+91-370-2229983

www.mfimuaythaiindia.org
Oken Jeet Sandham, President

CALMARO GYM HOLLAND
Markt 149 5701RJ Helmond

THE NETHERLANDS
+31(0)6 110 11 603

Marco van den Broek
Petra Janssen van Doorn

DOJO CHAKURIKI
Van Hallstraat 52

1051 HH Amsterdam
THE NETHERLANDS

Mr. Thom Harinck

MEJIRO GYM AMSTERDAM
Lauriergracht

86 1016 RM Amsterdam
THE NETHERLANDS

+31(0)6 232 29 252
Mr. André Mannaart

AUSTRALIA
OCEANIA MUAYTHAI 

FEDERATION
0421 611 543

www.oceaniamuaythai.com
John Cockburn, WMC International 

Vice President

THE NETHERLANDS

GREAT BRITAIN
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MEJIRO GYM AMSTERDAM
Lauriergracht

86 1016 RM Amsterdam
THE NETHERLANDS

+31(0)6 232 29 252
Mr. André Mannaart

RUSSIA
OLYMPIC COMMITTEE OF RUSSIA
RUSSIAN MUAYTHAI FEDERATION
8 Lujnetskaya Naberejnaya, office 296a,

Moscow, RUSSIA  119992
+7 (495) 768-9893

rusmtf@mail.ru
U.V. Chuhnin, First Vice President

WORLD BOXING LEAGUE
8 Lujnetskaya Naberejnaya, office 260a,

Moscow, RUSSIA  119992
+7 (495)637-0464

wbl@roc.ru
Sergey Zayashnikov, President

SPAIN
AUTODEFENSA DE LA DONA

C/Pla de Fornelis, 37
Barcelona 08042

SPAIN
+34 620 504 870

www.chintomordillo.com
Kru Chinto Mordillo

Master Jorge Vàzquez

SWEDEN
SIT KP MUAY THAI SCHOOL

Valhallagatan 3 A
S-532 34 Skara

SWEDEN
+46 511 16933

Mr. Khanchai Pothawan

SWITZERLAND
SITYODTONG BOXING 
CAMP SWISS BRANCH

Presso/Ruben Rota/Via del Sole 
20

6963 Pregassona-Lugano
SWITZERLAND

www.sityodtong.ch
/st-home/index.php
Yodtong Senanan

THAILAND
WORLD MUAY THAI COUNCIL 

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF MUAY THAI AMATEUR
1029 Navamin 14, Navamin Road, Klongjam, Bangkapi

Bangkok 102040, THAILAND
(66)2 16263

www.wmcmuaythai.org
wwwifmamuaythai.org

General Chetta Thanajaro, President

WORLD MUAY THAI FEDERATION
Ministry of Tourism and Sports

Rama 1, Patumwan
Bangkok, 10330, THAILAND

+661-3024622
www.worldmuaythaifederation.org

General Chaisit Shinawatra

WBC MUAY THAI
29 Phaholyothin Soi 3, Phaholyothin Road, 

Samsen Nai
Phayathai, Bangkok 10400, THAILAND

(66)2 279 6847-51
www.wbcmuaythai.com

Pol. General Kovid Bhakdibhumi, Chairman and 
WBC Vice President

ONESONGCHAI COMPANY, LTD.
71/23 Setsiri Road, Samsennai Phayathai

Bangkok 10400, THAILAND
(087)683-8338

www.muaythai.co.th
Mr. Siraphop Ratanasuban, President

MUAYTHAI CONSERVATION CENTRE
OF THAILAND

Gate 17 National Stadium , Pratumwan
Bangkok, THAILAND

0044 161 678 1612
gmaster_woody@hotmail.com

Mr. Chinawut Sirisompan
Deputy Director General
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BY SNAKE BLOCKER

There is more to combat readiness 
than training at a well appointed studio 
(dojo/kwoon/salle).  A false sense of 
security can take hold, when your tac-
tics are practiced exclusively on pad-
ded mats.  You can too easily slam/slap 
hands and elbows on a mat, roll around 
or hit the ground hard.  It is deceptive 
with mats to roll on your head, fall hard 
on your knees or mount your opponent 
without even thinking about hurting your 
exposed body parts, slamming down on 
your back to pull an opponent into your 
guard.  The rule rather than the excep-
tion is to train on mats, often wearing 
elbow and knee pads with wraps on the 
joints.  How will this regimen of train-
ing work for you on asphalt?

There is nothing wrong with training on 
mats.  It is equally important, though, 
to prepare for more common surfaces in 
learning self-preservation and self-de-
fense tactics.  Even in the ring, you have 
padded spring boards to cushion a fall.  
It is imperative for combat readiness 
to spar and train on concrete, asphalt, 
grass, dirt, sand, and gravel in order to 
get a hands on feel for it.  You can still 
do most of the moves with moderation 
and/or modifi cations.  But you must ex-
perience this for yourself to learn what 
works well and what moves have to be 
adjusted.

Studios almost always burn electricity 
to keep the lights on during training.  
Adequate lighting gives the best visibil-
ity but doesn’t prepare you for the most 
common street scenarios.  Bad things 
also happen in the shadows of dark alleys 
and in dimly lit spaces.  Most crimes are 
committed between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m., 
when visibility is most likely to be im-

Inhospitable Surfaces

paired.  There is no substitute for mixing it 
up in training with the lights off or dimmed 
to be ready for such an experience.  Even 
if there is good visibility, combat readiness 
doesn’t take a vacation when something is 
thrown in your eyes with objects like rocks, 
sand, spit, pepper spray, whatever – when 
someone pokes your eyes, when blood fl ows 
into your eyes from above, or when your eye 
lids get so swollen that they close shut.

False security also lurks in controlled cli-
mates.  Creature comfort comes fi rst, when 
the a/c runs in hot weather or the thermostat 
keeps you insulated from winter’s chill.  It is 
unrealistic to always train this way.  Combat 
readiness has to accommodate bone chilling 
cold, as well as sweltering heat.  If you are 
attacked outdoors, it will be necessary to 
fi ght right then and there.  Unless you train 
for every kind of climate, combat readiness 

will be compromised.  The walls containing 
training centers foster an illusion of security 
from a hostile environment.  Train also in 
the wind, in the rain, in the snow, on slippery 
terrain and in the water.
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The typical studio furnishes fl at fl oors 
to avoid trip hazards and maintains a 
clear space for training without obstruc-
tions.  It makes sense to occasionally 
introduce suitable objects into the train-
ing/sparring space or ring to get the feel 
of a street fi ght.  Simulate reality with 
tires, litter bins, common trash, banana 
peels, boxes, glass bottles and beverage 
cans.  Get the hang of moving around 
obstacles.  Make it second nature, also, 
to improvise weapons with them in a 
fi ght for life or death.

If you always wear padded gloves, 
you’re at risk of missing the target in a 
real fi ght.  There are one to two inches 
of padding on boxing gloves.  You are 
making contact in sparring with up to 

an additional two inches at the busi-
ness end of your fi sts.  Take away those 
two inches in a street fi ght, and you will 
be wondering why your reach isn’t the 
same.  Mix up your training by punch-
ing with and without gloves on.

In training bare footed, kicking with 
toes is impractical and even prohibited 
in sanctioned competition.  Just about 
anywhere else, though, you’re wear-
ing some kind of foot gear.  For com-
bat readiness, train to kick with walking 
shoes or steel toed boots and make con-
tact at the toe end of your foot gear.  You 
can end a fi ght in seconds by toe kicking 
your attacker’s groin.  Even what you 
wear can improvise as a weapon.

There are still studios/training centers 

out there that don’t do sparring, usually 
for liability reasons.  Some do sparring 
but only light contact.  With most that 
do, it’s one-on-one sparring.  Whatever 
they’re thinking, assaults/attacks in the 
street commonly involve multiple at-
tackers ranging up to gangs.  Unlike 
scripted cinematic scenarios, they’re not 
going to take turns for the sake of your 
tricks.  For combat readiness, spar with 
simultaneous multiple attackers.  Prac-
tice tactics in gang attacks.  No matter 
what tricks you know how to do, there 
is strength in numbers.  Taming the Wild 
Wild West, Colt’s 45 caliber revolver 
became popular as “the great equalizer”.  
Weapons training is only pragmatic to 
bridge the gap against multiple attack-
ers.
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In an uncertain and hostile world, combat readiness is 
playing the cards that you’re dealt.  If anything is predict-
able, it will be surprise.  While it is unrealistic to program 
yourself for every conceivable contingency, a training 
regimen is only as good as the tactics you’ll need for 
what’s out there.  Hope for the best but be prepared for 
the worst.  Putting creature comforts fi rst or simulating 
the artifi cial is sugar coating a poison pill.
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As the director of a world wide Combat-
ives association, I have the opportunity to 
work with some of the best trainers in the 
business.  This year I had the pleasure of 
working with Señor Criso Lopez of Spain.  
Señor Lopez attended and taught at a recent 
Combatives conference in Chicago, ILL.  
Señor Lopez made an impression on every-
one very FAST!  The minute that you walk 
on the fl oor with him, you know that he’s the 
real deal. It  was the fi rst time that the Spirit 
Tora Combatives System has been taught 
outside of Spain.

Criso Lopez is a Career Security Profession-
al.  He has worked in the fi eld for more than 
a decade on various types of assignments, 

ranging from Executive Protection to Psychiatric facilities.  In fact it was in a high risk court ordered Psychiatric facility, where Mr. 
Lopez learned a lot about what works and what doesn’t against a committed and violent attacker.  The system is based on older British 
Military Combatives Methods, South East Asian Street Fighting, Muay Thai and applied principles of Ninjutsu.  Spirit Tora Combatives 
includes empty hand, knife, and pistol training.

Presented Below is a brief Question and Answer session with Mr. Lopez on his program and how the art of Muay Thai has contributed 
to Spirit Tora Combatives.

BY FERNAN VARGAS & CRISO LOPEZ

Q:  How did you develop Spirit Tora Com-
batives?

A:  The foundations of Spirit Tora Combat-
ives comes from an older British system of 
Combatives.  I have, however, created a sys-
tem that is uniquely my own.  I have drawn 
from my experience as a security profes-
sional, various martial arts and creative in-
novation to develop a system like no other.  
It is my personal expression of Combatives, 
which is easy to learn and use.
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Q:  What role do contact sports play in Spirit 
Tora Combatives?

A:  Many instructors claim that their system 
is realistic, but in truth very few have laced 
up their gloves and mixed it up.  I believe 
that experience in contact sports is reveal-
ing.  It is easy to act against a choreographed 
attack in a controlled environment.  But it 
is very difficult to perform a nice technique 
when the adversary is not cooperating.

Q:  What is the most important aspect of a 
good Combatives system?

A:  It teaches us that any good Combatives 
system must be able to adapt to any scenario 
that we might face in reality.

Q:  What type of training does one go 
through in Spirit Tora Combatives?

A:  The Spirit Tora Combatives System pos-
sesses an arsenal of:
      - Hand to Hand Techniques
      - Tactical Knife Fighting
      - Tactical Pistol Techniques

Q:  What Ranges of fighting are taught in Spirit Tora Combatives?

A:  It is fair to say that the Hand to Hand curriculum of Spirit Tora Combatives is based on three basic ranges:  Short Range, Medium 
Range, and Long Range.

Q:  Where do the techniques of Muay Thai fit into Spirit Tora Combatives?

A:  Muay Thai techniques are evident in the Medium Range of Spirit Tora Combatives.  In this Range we use hand strikes, knees, and 
elbows.

Q:  Why did you choose to include Muay Thai techniques into your Combatives system?

A:  After much research, searching for the most effective in this Range, I have concluded that the art of Muay Thai offers the tools 
needed for success.  Few systems can compare to the effectiveness of Muay Thai elbow and knee techniques.

As a former full contact fighter, I had the opportunity to train and touch gloves with Muay Thai fighters.  I have also had several real 
Self Defense situations, where I was able to test and prove the versatility of Muay Thai techniques.

  “But it is very difficult to perform a nice technique when the adversary is not cooperating.”
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Q:  How did you modify or adapt traditional Muay Thai techniques for use in a police and street combat system?

A:  In Spirit Tora Combatives, we have adapted elbow and knee techniques from Muay Thai.  The techniques however have been modi-
fied and re-designed to be adapted to modern Combatives.  The need to modify these techniques comes from the fact that unlike ring 
Muay Thai, Spirit Tora Combatives relies on heavy weapons training.   Modifications must be made to account for the difference that 
occur when weapons come into play.  The elbow techniques of Spirit Tora Combatives are modified in their angle of use, trajectory, and 
targets.  One must understand that you never want to leave your pistol or knife within reach of your adversary.

Striking the adversary’s face with 
your elbow, for example.  In Muay 
Thai, one must rotate the hip to 
generate proper speed and power.  In 
Spirit Tora Combatives, however, we 
cannot rotate the hips completely, 
because it would expose our firearm.  
Instead we should shoot the elbow 
vertically from low to high, so the 
adversary’s field of vision does not 
pick up the attack until it is much too 
late.

In the case of the knee strikes, it 
is somewhat the same.  In Muay 
Thai one enters the clinch and it is 
there, where the fighter is likely to 
unleash his knee strikes.  In Spirit 
Tora Combatives, however, we avoid 
the clinch.  We avoid the clinch, and 
throw our knee strikes from further 
away, in order to protect our weapon 
(firearm).  The Tibia block of Muay 
Thai is also used in Spirit Tora 
Combatives but not to block kicks, 
as we use other skills for that.  The 
Tibia block is used to block blows to 
the testicles and low hooks directed 
towards the liver or kidneys.

“...you never want to leave your pistol or knife within reach of your adversary.”
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Q:  Has your program been recognized formally?

A:  Spirit Tora Combatives has been recognized in Spain by S.A.D.S. and in the United States by the International Combatives Self 
Defense Association.

Q:  What is the difference between Combat-
ives and Martial Arts?

A:  I am first and foremost a Ninjutsu In-
structor.  Ninjutsu, however, can be a life-
time learning experience.  Spririt Tora 
Combatives can be learned to a functional 
level in just a few months.  The system is 
designed for Police and Security personnel 
as well as law abiding civilians.  Spirit Tora 
Combatives is an alternative to traditional 
martial arts for those who need functional 
self defense skill FAST!
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Criso prepares to defend against Juan. Juan attempts a right cross.  Criso absorbs 
the strike on his elbow.

Juan retracts from the impact, and Criso 
begins to move forward.

Criso rapidly executes a powerful round 
kick.
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Criso prepares to defend against Juan’s 
Attack.

Juan attacks with a hook punch.  
Criso defends with a Shield 
Block.

Criso executes a strike to the body 
under Juan’s Arm.

Criso then checks and se-
cures Juan by the neck and 
follows up with a knee 

Criso Takes Juan Down and draws his side 
arm, before Juan can mount a counter at-
tack.

Criso immobilizes Juan by 
stepping on his left hand 
and locking his right arm.  
Criso then holsters his side 
arm to begin arrest proce-
dures.
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       OPINION BY RICK CAUDLE                         TENNESSEE STATE DIRECTOR OF U.S.M.T.A.

Ritual Blessing “Muay Thai: The Boxers of Thailand”, Courtesy of Jeremy Skaggs

Since before the time that Bodhidarma 
began to train the monks at the Shaolin 
Temple, man has looked to his spiritual 
beliefs for strength in battle.

Hundreds of years ago, every temple in 
China, Thailand, and Japan provided a 
training hall, insuring the preservation 
of its particular religion or philosophy.

One religious sect in India takes it a step 
further.  The 500 year old faith, called 
Sikhism, ordains an elite group known 
as The Khalsa or The Pure.  They are be-
lieved to be Saint/Warriors, and beyond 

their trainers, who are very careful not 
to actually touch their heads.  Thai Box-
ers believe that these blessings will keep 
them from getting knocked out or suffer-
ing serious injury.  Most of the fi ghters 
in Thailand will tell you that by wearing 
these symbols of faith, they have won 
more matches and avoided devastating 
damage to their bodies.  They are also 
required to perform the Wai Kru and 
Ram Muay, paying respect to their in-
structors, families, and the ancestors 
who came before them.

their own congregation, will fi ght for 
the right of any religion to worship in 
freedom.  The Sikh warriors have their 
own unique styles of martial arts that 
include both weapons and empty hand 
techniques.

Another group of fi ghters who have al-
ways been faithful in their beliefs are 
Muay Thai Kick Boxers.  At traditional 
matches in Thailand, the fi ghters wear 
the Mongkon (head piece) and Kruang 
Ruangs (arm bands), which have been 
blessed by the Buddhist Monks.  If you 
ever see them fi ght, you will notice that 
the Mongkon can only be removed by 
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Muay Thai is ceremonial at many reli-
gious events in Thailand and has been 
for hundreds of years.  Thai Boxers em-
body the values of their culture, where 
faith in Buddhism is profound, just as 
many fighters in the West express devo-
tion to Christian values.  “Thou shall not 
kill” is a shared precept amongst Bud-
dhists and Christians alike, but in nei-
ther philosophy does it say, “Thou shall 
not fight”.  The ideal that we all want 
to protect ourselves, our family, and our 
country is universal.

Clint Heyliger, President of the United 
States Muay Thai Association, says 
“Sometimes fighters don’t want to par-
ticipate in the beautiful rituals of the 
Wai Kru and Ram Muay, because they 
are not Buddhists.  I tell them that there 
is nothing in the ritual that is degrad-
ing or defamatory to any religion.  I ask 
them ‘Do you believe in God? Do you 
love your parents?  And do you believe 
in your teacher?’  They usually answer 
yes.”

I then say to them, “What is there in 
the Ram Muay or Wai Kru that stated 
you had to be a Buddhist?  Nothing at 
all.  You pray to your own God, but you 
can still follow the ritual.  Bowing to 
each other, performing the Ram Muay 
and the Wai Kru, all show respect, and 
in Thailand, no one wants to be seen as 
disrespectful.”

We are all unfortunately too familiar 
with the religious zealots, who have 
been inhabiting our TV screens for the 
last few years.  The suicide bombers of 
the Islamic “Jihad” are eager to make 
the ultimate sacrifice for their faith by 
wearing an explosive device, which 
upon detonation will take others’ lives.  
Like the infamous Japanese Kamikaze 
pilots in W.W.II, they too believe that  
they’ll earn a special place in Heaven 
for their sacrifices.

Nowadays, after winning a match, 

some extremely tough MMA competi-
tors like Randy Couture, Kimo Leopol-
do, Vitor Belfort, Diego Sanchez, Roger 
Huerta, and Brian Warren take time to 
thank God and Jesus for their victories 
in the Octagon, putting Him first as the 
source of their power.  In fact, Leopoldo 
even carried a large wooden cross to the 
ring in his early UFC days.

“About 3 days before a fight, I’ll start 
reading The Word to get prepared men-
tally”, says former UFC Light Heavy-
weight Champion Quinton “Rampage” 
Jackson.  “I pray a lot and try to tune into 
whatever plan God has for my life”.

Children at Play Expressing the Spirit of Their Nature
“Muay Thai: The Boxers of Thailand”, Courtesy of Jeremy Skaggs
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Kimo Leopoldo in Reverence

Kimo, Vitor, and Brian, along with 
many other MMA competitors, bear tat-
toos which proudly show their dedica-
tion to Christ.  Strike up a conversation 
with some of these guys and you might 
get the opinion that fighting in the ring 
can be a spiritual battle too.  They will 
readily tell you that overcoming one’s 
fear just takes a little prayer before 
entering the ring.  You will often see a 
fighter make the sign of the cross and, 
at the end of the match, point to the 
sky, giving credit for the victory to the 
Heavenly Father.  Many Irish Catholic 
priests to this day possess a mean right 
cross.  Even though they believe in the 
“turn the other cheek” creed, it’s not 
a problem for them to rip one when it 
comes to defending the meek or less 
fortunate.  Remember Father Mulcahy 
in “M.A.S.H.”?
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Here is another perspective from one 
of the most colorful competitors, Pro-
Wrestler turned MMA fi ghter, Native 
American, Ruben “Warpath” Villar-
eal:

“Every single day I get up in the morn-
ing and pray to the Creator.  I have been 
blessed with a beautiful family and the 
ability to pay my bills.  I am living my 
dream and I continue to pray that I will 
stay on this path.  If you look back in 
History, you will fi nd that three things 
are constant.  Survival, war, and a be-
lief system.  Looking to the Creator 
predates thinking man.  Praying came 
from an innate ‘feeling’.  Everyone be-
lieves in something, even if you are an 
Atheist.  I have faith that tomorrow the 
sun will come up.  If I die before morn-
ing, you can bet the sun will still rise”.  
Warpath reminds us that his people have 
always had spiritual purpose in their 
lives.  “When killing a deer, the warrior 
always ask the deer for forgiveness and 
promises to use every part of his body.  
He thanks the deer for feeding his fam-
ily, and he is grateful to the Creator for 
providing the deer.  In this philosophy, 
we are all equal in the Creation.  This is 
why they say Brother bear, Brother 

says he didn’t like hitting people when 
he started MMA, credits coach Matt 
“The Law” Lindland, with helping 
him grow as a fi ghter.

In today’s Muay Thai and MMA 
world, there are no shortage of heroes.  
As the industry grows more popular ev-
ery day, perhaps we will fi nd a way to 
satisfy our basic needs, test our strength 
in battle and connect with our Creator.  
Hardwired somewhere in our souls are 
the Prime Directives.  On the one hand, 
we aspire to be invincible fi ghters.  On 
the other, we look for inner peace and 
enlightenment through devotion.  Since 
martial arts originated with philosophi-
cal men during perilous times, perhaps 
we can draw from their example and be-
come better people as well, both physi-
cally and spiritually.  Maybe we can all 
get more fulfi llment from competing, if 
we put in the time to tap into our spiri-
tuality.  With some soul searching and a 
touch of contemplation, athletic compe-
tition can become a celebration of life.  
Remember, even Rocky Balboa gets a 
blessing from the old priest before every 
fi ght. 

www.creativefi ghtingconcepts.com

raccoon, and Mother Earth.”  Villareal 
believes that we are all spiritual beings.  
In the days before a match, Warpath in-
creases the fervor and frequency of his 
prayers to focus his mind on the heart 
of a warrior.

Going into battle, a warrior knows he 
may not be coming back, so he must 
get right with God.  He must also keep 
his mind on the moment and ask to be 
granted the ability to focus totally on the 
fi ght.

Warpath sometimes works with promot-
ers who are insensitive to his heritage.  
In California, just minutes before enter-
ing the ring, he is occasionally asked to 
remove his war paint.  This has been 
vexing for Ruben. Taking this away, 
makes him feel awkward in the ring.  
Early in his career, Warpath would light 
the sacred sage and let the smoke cover 
him as a symbol of the warrior spirit.  He 
still wears a singlet into the ring with the 
likeness of his Spirit Guide, the bear.

Matt Horwich of the IFL team, The 
Wolfpack, carries a Bible into the ring 
with him, which he calls his “Breast-
plate of Righteousness”.  A man who 
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   COMMUNITY CONSCIENCE                         OPINION BY MIGUEL “WUFANG” RIVERA

WANDERING IN THE WILDERNESS BEHIND
FALSE PROPHETS IN JUDGES’ ROBES

As a fighter, trainer, judge and spec-
tator in the sport of Muay Thai, I have 
been witness to some of the worst judg-
ing from every angle.  I was once my-
self the victim of a flawed decision.  
For three rounds I punched, kicked and 
clinched my opponent – who only threw 
three kicks in three rounds, held my leg 
after getting kneed in the clinch, and 
pretty much TRIED to box the whole 
fight – and who beat me for a title.  By 
the way, I found out later that night one 
of the judges was from my opponent’s 
gym.

Here’s the problem.  There are some or-
ganizations out there who make it man-
datory for their judges to take a course in 
judging to become certified and attend 
annual recertification classes.  There are 
other organizations that don’t do that 
once they are certified.  That’s where the 
problem begins.

Muay Thai is constantly evolving.  
New techniques are being developed all 
the time.  The Muay Thai of the 80’s isn’t 
the same as the 90’s and so on.  Going 
through U.S.M.T.A.’s Rules and Regu-
lations Manual, I believe the way they 
train their judges is good for the sport.  
As with most organizations, judges have 
to take a certification course.  That’s just 
for starters.  So long as they stay on the 
train, their ticket have to be punched an-
nually at refresher courses.

The twist with the U.S.M.T.A. is starting 
as a Class “C” Judge.  Before becom-
ing a “B” Class Judge, it’s necessary to 
judge a minimum of 10 “C” Class con-
tests just to be assessed for qualification 
as a “B” class judge.  The same thing 

that all organizations should go by.

The assessment plays a very important 
part.  Having judged 10 matches, you do 
not move up to the next class just yet.  
Just because you met your quota does 
not mean you did a good job.  After the 
higher ups check you out, then and only 
then do you move to the next class based 
upon their decision.

Another problem is the “criteria” 
some of the judges are using.  Time and 
time again, I have observed judges us-
ing K-1 criteria on the job.  K-1 is very 
different from Muay Thai.  There are 
some similarities, but for the most part, 
you cannot judge a Muay Thai fight with 
K-1 criteria.  For starters, in K-1 you 
can only execute one technique from 

holds for moving from “B” to “A”.  In 
my opinion this is very important.  If 
I judge a fight between Terrence “The 
Truth” Hill and Turan “The Tornado” 
Hasanov (hint hint), does that make 
me qualified to judge a fight between 
Buakaw and Johmod?

I have participated in the judging classes 
and learned a great deal about what it 
takes to become qualified judge.  Before 
taking the classes, I thought that judging 
was easy.  But it’s actually harder than 
getting in the ring and fighting.

Experience is the key.  The mandatory 
10 fight probation with assessment by 
the Head Judge, as well as the Vice 
President and President of the Associa-
tion, only makes it better for fighters, 
coaches, and fans alike.  It is a standard 

Photo Courtesy of Ari Ress
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the clinch.  Then you have to let go.  In 
Muay Thai, the clinch not only isn’t lim-
ited but also is a very important element 
of the sport.  You keep going until the 
ref separates you, due to lack of action 
or because someone got hurt.  K-1 rules 
are designed to accommodate various 
martial arts disciplines.  In Muay Thai, 
the rules set it apart.  Whether you come 
from Kung Fu, Karate, Tae Kwon Do or 
Boxing, you had better be able to adapt 
to Muay Thai rules or it might be lights 
out.

K-1 judging criteria should only be ap-
plied under Full Contact rules or Oriental 
rules, not Muay Thai.  Promoters should 
be very conscious of this difference.  If 
they promote a match as Muay Thai, 
there is an expectation that the judges 
are trained and certifi ed in Muay Thai, 
because the rules are defi nitional.  I have 
seen too Muay Thai people frustrated 
with adverse decisions based upon Full 
Contact criteria and have too often over-
heard them vent “these offi cials don’t 
know how to judge Muay Thai”.  You 

in Thailand’s small villages, no judge 
should be exempt from taking refresher 
courses.

Bad judging is giving our sport, the 
sport we all love, a black eye.  I was 
training at a gym the other day and over-
heard the coach say that he wouldn’t let 
his people fi ght for a certain organiza-
tion any more, because the judging is 
really bad and irregularities like this are 
really keeping this sport stagnant.  How 
is it that the sport of Muay Thai, which 
had a seventy year head start, let other 
combat sports overtake it?

As always feel free to share your 
thoughts and opinions by hitting me up 
through my Email at Wufang2002@
aol.com  or through our Muay Thaimes 
MySpace page.  A selection of your 
comments on this subject will be printed 
in our next issue.  As always, thank you 
for your support.  Without you there can 
be no us.  The Wu.

know what?  They’re right.

Above all is the judge’s understand-
ing of a Muay Thai match.  There is 
more to judging than counting punches 
and kicks.  Much more has to be taken 
into consideration.  Lets go back to the 
clinch.  It plays a big role in the fi ght.  
Who is more active?  Who is control-
ling?  A fi ghter might be controlling 
the clinch without effectively working 
knees, while the opponent could be do-
ing damage from below without main-
taining the upper hand.

Technique.  Should a fi ghter who com-
bines boxing with knees get more points 
than the fi ghter who works knees in the 
clinch?  There is effectiveness in one 
technique compared with both effec-
tiveness and control in the other.  These 
are just a few examples of the criteria 
for awarding points in a Muay Thai 
match.  Our judges should regularly 
take refresher courses, no matter how 
many years they have been doing this.  
However much time they spend training 

Photo Courtesy of Adrian Sanchez
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CONFESSIONS OF A CORNER WOMAN        OPINION BY JANE MOSLEY 
            OHIO MUAY THAI – WESTSIDE

When someone calls our Muay Thai 
school and tells me that they want to 
come to us to improve their “stand up”, I 
want to tell them to watch George Carlin 
or talk to Chris Rock.  We teach Muay 
Thai – they do stand up.

Now I know that when people ask for 
a band-aid, any adhesive strip will do.  
When they ask to Xerox something, I 
know they just need a photocopy.  I also 
know that when someone is crying and 
I offer them a Kleenex, they will accept 
any tissue.

It’s not that way with Muay Thai.  Stand 
up will not be accepted as a substitute 
for Muay Thai by old school Muay Thai 
practitioners.  If you say that you do 
“stand up”, those who have a loyal as-
sociation with and practice old school 
Muay Thai will sense you do not have an 
extensive Muay Thai background.  They 
will also assume that you do not want 
to learn Muay Thai.  You want the short 
cuts.  You want to fi ght in 6 months.  Or, 
you already have a fi ght scheduled in 6 
months.  Or worse.  I remember a phone 
call we got a few years ago.  A fi rst-
time fi ghter we had never even met had 
a fi ght scheduled Saturday and wanted 
some tips on his stand up.

I  happened to catch one of the only UFC 
fi ghters worth watching the other night.  
He has a worthy Muay Thai background 
and the commentator gushed about how 
the fi ghter “threw his elbow straight up.  
It came straight up.  Like an uppercut.  
It was crazy.”(sic)  In old school Muay 
Thai, that is not a crazy elbow.  It is one 
of many Muay Thai elbows, and anyone 
who knows Muay Thai would recognize 
that elbow.  But an unaware MMA com-
mentator, talking about how crazy that 
elbow is, takes away from the beauty 
and technique of that same well-placed 
elbow.  The UFC fi ghter knew what he 
was doing.  I would imagine he and his 
coach have practiced that same elbow 
on many occasions.  It was second na-
ture for him to throw that elbow.  He 
made it look easy.Kids at Camp in Thailand Doing “Crazy Elbows”,

Reprinted from “Muay Thai: The Boxers of Thailand”,
Courtesy of Jeremy Skaggs
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Unfortunately, those sitting in the stands 
or even those who go to MMA schools 
and train in stand up do not understand 
this “crazy” elbow.  And because so 
many people have learned the short cuts 
to Muay Thai, they have no idea what 
they’re watching.  And what’s more 
regrettable is that some spectators are 
only in awe of this fighter because he 
continually wins – not because he has 
been perfecting the art that is bringing 
him the win.

There is a female MMA fighter who, in 
her well publicized and much anticipated 
MMA debut, only used her Muay Thai.  
She was a Muay Thai fighter.  That’s her 
background.  She didn’t use a ground 
game.  She used what worked.

These two MMA fighters have become 
skilled at Muay Thai.  They haven’t 
taken the easy road to their art.  There 
have been no shortcuts.  They worked 
hard on their Muay Thai.  Both are no-
ticeably more adept against their oppo-
nents.  And yet, to the MMA commenta-
tor and some in the audience, some of 
their techniques are “crazy”?

It’s a bit sad for me to see how a lot of 
MMA schools say they do Thai Boxing 
but only have a limited knowledge of true 
Thai Boxing.  A seminar here or there, 
a video or book and they think they’re 
rounding out their arsenal.  Wanting the 
tricks.  Wanting the shortcuts.  How do 
I do what the guy in “Ong-Bak” did?  I 
want to kick like that Thai guy I saw on 
YouTube?  Ooooo…. Can you show me 
the Superman punch?!!!

Some MMA schools might even have 
an instructor or two, who has been to 
a camp in Thailand to learn their secret 
tricks.  This is most likely a camp that 
caters to farangs -- meaning foreigners 
-- run by farangs and owned by farangs.  
They go over for a month or two and 
expect they’re being taught something 
unique and original.  Then, once back in 
the United States, they put their aspiring 

to instruct our students the same way.  
They should earn what they learn.  No 
shortcuts.  And true to his philosophy, 
he still practices and perfects his tech-
nique.  He doesn’t need to do round after 
round anymore.  But like a diamond, he 
continues to polish his skills.

Are we selfish with our knowledge?  
You bet.

Our students train in Muay Thai.  
Whether they plan on fighting or are just 
coming to work out, they know what art 
they are practicing.  We teach the re-
spect and tradition of Muay Thai.  The 
culture.  We even teach the language in 
our kids class.

fighters in the octagon and lo and be-
hold, the opponent’s corner has been to 
the same camp and he’s attempting the 
same tricks.

Wannabe cage fighters, who say they’ve 
wrestled in high school and now just 
need to perfect their stand up, trouble 
me in the sense that they think it’s that 
easy to learn Muay Thai.  They don’t 
care about the respect and tradition of 
a tried and true martial art.  Muay Thai 
is getting watered down, and the MMA 
schools won’t or don’t even recognize 
it.  Or maybe they just won’t concede 
their limited knowledge to their unin-
formed students.  This is not only un-
fair to Muay Thai, but also to those who 
believe that by doing stand up, they’re 
learning Muay Thai.

Seminars, infomercials and videos have 
created a get it now society who want 
everything from 8 minute abs to 90 days 
to transform the whole body.  Muay Thai 
can take a lifetime to master.  No mat-
ter when you start, you’re never done.  
Nope.  Not even when you win your 
first fight.  And even if you should be-
come the Midwestern Circuit Joe’s Beef 
House MMA Hefferweight Champion, 
guess what?  You’re still not done.

Muay Thai isn’t something you do 
to win a fight.  It’s a lifestyle.  A tradi-
tion.  It takes practice and I mean years 
of practice.  In Thailand, you can fight 
when you learn Muay Thai, but you 
don’t learn Muay Thai to fight.  And 
by the way, in Thailand, because you 
do Muay Thai standing up, there’s no 
need to call it stand up.  It’s what they 
do.  They don’t mix Muay Thai with any 
other art.  So, there’s no need to differ-
entiate it.

We learned from our instructor, who is 
a Thai native and old school, to appre-
ciate and value Muay Thai.  He is very 
guarded with his teaching.  He isn’t go-
ing to share his knowledge easily and 
makes no excuses for it.  He trained us 
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“Old School”,  Reprinted from “Muay Thai: The Boxers of Thailand”, Courtesy of Jeremy Skaggs
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Author Jane Mosley, Left, with Two Kindred Spirits

SALES
AND

SUBSCRIPTIONS
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We also observe seniority in our school.  
Just because you have trained elsewhere 
for fi ve years and maybe even fought, 
when you come to our school, you will 
not have position over anyone, except 
for the person who comes in tomorrow.  

are those who wanted the short cuts and 
thought our stories of Thailand, respect-
ing seniority in our school and obeying 
some general courtesy rules, were things 
they just didn’t have time for. 

That, my farangs, is old school tradi-
tional Muay Thai.  Not stand up.

But, I guess that’s why we don’t have an 
MMA school.  And, I would also venture 
a guess, those who don’t stick around 

From left to right - BM3 Christine Godbolt, BM1 Cathy Hill, AD3 Debbie Espinoza and BMSN Tanecia Patterson
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PROPOSED RULES FOR THE ASSOCIATION OF BOXING COMMISSIONERS

Most of us get our sports from televi-
sion.  Most of us, also, take for granted 
the universality of what we’re watch-
ing.  Baseball, Basketball, Football and 
Soccer are the same everywhere.  It is 
exclusively the athletes who make the 
difference.  The people who do it.  The 
people who make it happen.

We catch Boxing and MMA on the same 
tube as everything else.  But appear-
ances can be deceiving.  We might not 
notice that the standing eight count is a 
variable in Boxing, rather than univer-
sal.  Or that the three knock down rule 
applies in some places but not every-
where.  If MMA comes to us courtesy 
of the UFC, what we see is what we get.  
It might not occur to us, though, that 
the UFC is location specifi c.  There are 
places among the fi fty United States of 
America, where it is contraband.

What happens in Las Vegas actually 
stays in Las Vegas, even though we’re 
seeing it remotely.  From many places, 
we can only see a cage fi ght on broadcast 
television or the web.  Our local regula-
tory authority or state athletic commis-
sion makes this decision for us.  Their 
authority comes from State legislatures 
to put rules and regulations in place for 
public policy.

It is a broad mandate, with more empha-
sis on exercising discretion than taking 

to the New Jersey State Athletic Con-
trol Board but also an enthusiast.  His 
agenda in New Jersey is now before the 
Association of Boxing Commissioners.  
Checking it out, the focus on safety re-
mains an overwhelming priority.  Cops 
on the beat have to be prepared for just 
about anything.  For those who’d rather 
skip the formalities, “Permitted Strikes” 
and all the other good stuff begin on 
page 89.  Editor.

the popular pulse.  These are the cops 
on the beat.  It makes sense for them to 
play the probabilities, instead of frisk-
ing everyone in Times Square on New 
Year’s Eve.  With safety on their regula-
tory radar, discretion deploys where bad 
things tend to happen.  Whatever seems 
to be working probably ain’t broke and 
don’t need to be fi xed.

The popular pulse, in the meantime, 
has begun beating to a new rhythm.  
With strength in numbers, public policy 
is tuning into the rhythm whence comes 
the regulatory mandate.  Our public ser-
vants on the athletic commissions are 
going with the fl ow.  Their Association 
of Boxing Commissioners has an agen-
da to put uniform rules and regulations 
in place for MMA and Muay Thai.  It is 
now a work in progress.

There is a prospect on the horizon for 
universal standards, wherever they’re 
adopted, that would effectively defi ne 
our sport.  Irrespective of how it got to us 
and how we now know it, this is where 
Muay Thai is likely to go in our political 
landscape.  The engine of Public Policy 
seems to be at a cross roads.  Muay Thai 
and MMA both are in its path.  Will 
there be a place for us to hitch a ride or 
will it blow smoke on our aspirations?  
We’ve got a voice here, but only if we 
express it.

Nick Lembo is not only Legal Counsel 
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MUAY THAI REGULATIONS – THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY 2008

RULES:

1. Muay Thai is a form of martial arts that derives from the country of Thailand.  This striking sport involves elbows, knees, kicks and 
punches.

2. The Referee will order the fight to start only after the contestants have completed their pre-fight rituals, in accordance with Thai 
traditions.

3. The Referee should instruct the seconds/corner men to remove any ceremonial garb when their fighter returns to his corner after 
he/she has performed the pre-fight ritual.

SANCTIONING BODIES:  All fights must be supervised, in conjunction with the NJSACB, with an approved Sanctioning 
Body.

APPROVED SANCTIONING BODIES:

1. U.S.M.T.A.

2. U.S.K.B.A.

LICENSES:

3. The State fee for a Muay Thai fighter’s License shall be $5.00.

4. All Promoters must obtain licensure as well as Co-Promoters, Match Makers, Managers, Seconds and Announcers.

SHOW PERMIT:  Once licensed, a Promoter must receive a Permit to hold a specific event.

BOND PROCEDURE:  All professional Promoters must file a $10,000 bond conditional on the payment of Ticket and Televi-
sion Taxes.

MEDICAL INSURANCE:  All Promoters must obtain a minimum of $20,000 Medical Insurance and $50,000 Accidental 
Death and Dismemberment Insurance for all Contestants.

PREMISES:  The Commissioner must approve the fight venue.

SECURITY:  The Promoter must make suitable arrangements to safeguard the premises and the spectators.

SALE OF INTOXICATING LIQUORS:  Must be approved in advance by the Commissioner and must only be dispensed 
in plastic cups or plastic bottles.

SAFETY EQUIPMENT:  A ringside Physician, an ambulance, and two Emergency Medical Technicians and proper equipment 
must be present at all times during the event.
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TIME BETWEEN BOUTS:  A Contestant shall not appear in a contest more than once in thirty days without the advance ap-
proval of the Commissioner.

ITEMS PERMITTED IN CORNER:  Ice bucket, plastic water bottle, sponge, Vaseline, adrenaline solution, Thrombin, 
Avitene, cotton swabs, gauze, clean towels, pressure plates, bandage, scissors and sterile skin closures.

WEIGH-INS:

1. All Fighters must be allowed to see their opponents.

2. Weigh-Ins must take place the evening before the contests no earlier than 5:00 pm.

3. Members of the Press and Seconds shall be allowed to attend the Weigh-In.

4. No Fighter shall be permitted to lose more than 2% of his/her bout weight after initially failing to make weight.

5. Fighter must not re-weigh in more than two hours after the start of the Weigh-In.

RULES MEETING – CONTESTANT:  A Fighter may be subject to disqualification, fine or both for failing to attend the 
pre-event Rules Meeting presided by the Senior Official of the sanctioning body.

RULES MEETING – OFFICIAL:  A Judge, Referee, and Ring Officials may be subject to disciplinary action, fine or both 
for failing to attend the pre-event Rules Meeting presided by the Senior Official of the Sanctioning Body.

USE OF DISPOSABLE HYGENIC GLOVES:  The Referee and all Seconds must wear such gloves when at ringside or 
in the ring.

OFFICIALS:  Are to be approved by the State Commissioner.  This includes the ringside Physicians, Judges, Referees, Time 
Keepers and Inspectors.  All Officials must be licensed.

WEIGHT CLASSES:
Junior Flyweight  108 lbs.
Flyweight   112 lbs.
Junior Bantamweight 115 lbs.
Bantamweight  118 lbs.
Junior Featherweight 122 lbs.
Featherweight  126 lbs.
Junior Lightweight  130 lbs.
Lightweight   135 lbs.
Junior Welterweight  140 lbs.
Welterweight   147 lbs.
Junior Middleweight  154 lbs.
Middleweight   160 lbs.
Super Middleweight  168 lbs.
Light Heavyweight  175 lbs.
Cruiserweight  190 lbs.
Heavyweight   220 lbs.
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FIGHTING AREA:

1. Must be at least 20 feet by 20 feet and no more than 24 feet by 24 feet.  Must be four feet off the floor.  Must have at least three 
Ring ropes of at least 1 inch in diameter attached at 18 inches, 36 inches, and 54 inches above the ring floor.

2. The ropes must be covered by linen sponge or soft leather to prevent injury, placed parallel and taught.

3. The Ring floor must extend at least 24 inches outside the ropes and be cushioned with soft cloth of at least 2 inch thickness to pre-
vent injury in case of a fall, covered with canvas which is tightly and evenly stretched and fixed to the edges of the floor.

4. A separate set of steps must be present in each Fighter’s corner to allow ingress/egress to and from the Ring.

STOOLS:  Shall be available for each Fighter and shall be cleaned after each bout.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR BANDAGING HANDS:

1. It is required to wrap the hands with soft surgical bandage not longer than 10 yards and not wider than 2 inches, held in place by not 
more than 10 feet of surgeon’s tape, one inch in width.

2. Tape may not cover the knuckles.

3. The bandaging must be evenly distributed.

4. An Inspector (Official) must sign off on the Hand Wraps.

MOUTH PIECES:  Fighters must wear an approved Mouth Piece.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT:

1. Fighters must wear sturdy Athletic Cups to protect their groins.

2. Women must wear Breast Protectors and Rash Guards for shirts.

FIGHTER APPAREL:

1. Shirts are not permitted.

2. Shoes are not permitted.

3. No Head Bands during the Contest.

Super Heavyweight  265 lbs.
Maximum Weight  Over 265 lbs.
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GLOVES:

1. Must be new and supplied by the Promoter.  Glove brand and model must be approved.

2. Gloves must weigh a minimum of eight ounces or above subject to rules of the Event.

3. Weight Class of 160 lbs. and above must wear 10 ounce Gloves.

4. Gloves must not be squeezed, kneaded or crushed to change the original shape.

5. Gloves must only be placed on the Fighter in the presence of an Inspector (Official).

6. New replacement Gloves must be kept at ringside.

APPEARANCE:

1. No jewelry or body piercings.

2. No shorts with metal parts or metal zippers.

3. Hair must be trimmed or tied back.  No hair lotions, creams or sprays.

4. Beards are subject to trimming.

5. The application of limited Vaseline to the face at ringside is permissible.

6. The use of oils, greases, ointments, balms or butters on the body or face is prohibited.

7. The application of Vaseline, hot ointment, fat herb or other substances on the Gloves is prohibited.

REFEREE:  The Referee must only use three orders.  (Thai version in brackets).

1. Stop!  (Yed!)  When he or she wants the Fighters to stop the fight.

2. Break!  (Yak!)  When he or she wants the Fighters to separate.

3. Fight!  (Chok!)  When he or she wants the Fighters to continue the fight.

ROUND LENGTH – PROFESSIONAL:  Are five Rounds, three minutes each, with a two minute rest period between each        
      Round.

ROUND LENGTH – AMATEURS:  Are three Rounds, two minutes each, with a two minute rest period between each   
        Round.

EXPERIENCE CLASSES – AMATEURS:

1. CLASS “A” AMATEURS – CHAMPIONSHIP BOUTS ONLY:  Are five Rounds, two minutes each, with a two 
minute rest period between each Round.

2. CLASS “A” AMATEURS:  Elbows with Pads or Knees to the Head are permitted.
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3. CLASS “B” AMATEURS:  Elbows to the Head are not permitted.

4. CLASS “C” AMATEURS:  Elbows or Knees to the Head are not permitted.

5. JUNIOR AMATEUR DIVISION:  Head Guards, Shin Guards, Elbow Pads and Body Protectors must be worn.

JUDGING:

1. Three Judges shall score the Fight.

2. All Fights are to be Judged using a Ten Point Must System.

3. TECHNIQUES which have a visible impact on the Opponent should be weighed most heavily.

 a. Consider the Effectiveness of the Strike, its Strength, Target and how much it causes Disadvantage to the Opponent.

 b. Knocking the Opponent to the ground with a legal Strike.

 c. Unbalancing the Opponent with a legal Strike.

 d. Techniques that cause the Opponent to stop advancing.

 e. Techniques that force an Opponent to cover up and limit his/her offense.

 f. Defense and ability to evade the Opponent’s attack.

 g. Maintenance of proper Footwork, Balance, Stance and Stamina.

4. If both Fighters score equal totals, the one who is more Offensive in the Fight will be given an advantage.

5. ROUND ONE:  Generally Scored as 10/10 but a note is made as to the better Fighter, unless clear Dominance or Knock Downs are  
      present.

6. ROUND TWO:  Can also be scored as 10/10 if is close or the losing Fighter in Round One wins by a small margin.

7. ROUNDS THREE, FOUR AND FIVE:  Are to be Decisively Scored for one Fighter.

8. AMATEUR SCORING:  Each Round is to be Scored in the same fashion.

9. SCORE CARDS are to be collected after each Round.
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BOUT RESULTS

1. KNOCKOUT:

 a. When an Opponent is unable to regain his/her feet prior to the Count of Ten.
.
 b. When any Fighter falls out of the Ring, the Referee shall Count immediately.
  (i) If the Count reaches 20, the fallen Fighter cannot come up on the Ring and he/she will lose by K.O.

  (ii) If the fallen Fighter can come up on the Ring before Counting up to 20, he/she can continue the Fight.

2. TECHNICAL KNOCKOUT:

 a. When the Referee orders the Fight stopped because it is determined that one Fighter is not fi t to continue.

 b. When a Fighter cannot answer the Bell for the upcoming Round or is so badly cut that it is too dangerous to continue.

3. SUBMISSION:

 a. When one Fighter notifi es the Referee that he/she no longer wishes to continue.

 b. When a licensed Second assigned to a Fighter throws in the towel.

4. UNANIMOUS DECISION:  All three Judges score in favor of one Fighter.

5. MAJORITY DECISION:  Two Judges score in favor of one Fighter and one Judge has it a draw.

6. SPLIT DECISION:  Two Judges score in favor of one Fighter, while one Judge scores in favor of the other.

7. DISQUALIFICATION:  Due to an intentional foul or fouls, a Referee may Disqualify a Fighter.

8. TECHNICAL DRAW:  In case of an intentional violation which causes injury AND the Fight is continued BUT is later 
stopped because of the initial foul, the Referee should stop the Fight and give a TKO Draw.

 a. If the scores are equal OR

 b. If the fouled Fighter is behind on the cards.
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9. TECHNICAL DECISION:
 a. In case of an intentional violation which causes injury AND the Fight is continued BUT is later stopped because of the    
 initial foul, the Referee should declare a Victory for the fouled Fighter if he/she is ahead on the cards.

 b. If a Fight cannot continue due to an unintentional foul and at least two Rounds have been completed,     
 the Referee shall declare a Victory for the Fighter ahead on the score cards.

10. NO CONTEST:  In case of an unintentional violation which causes injury so serious that the Fight cannot be continued BUT   
   less than two Rounds have been completed.

11. DRAW:  When the score cards result in a three way tie.

12. MAJORITY DRAW:  When two Judges score the Fight a Draw AND one Judge has declared a Victor.

MEDICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS

 1. FOR PROFESSIONALS:  Includes but may not be limited to an EKG, Dilated Ophthalmologic Exam, CT Head   
 Scan, HIV, HEPB, HEP-C, Physical and CBC and PT/PTT Blood Work.  Includes a Breast, Gynecological and Pregnancy   
 Test for Women.

 2. FOR AMATEURS:  Includes but may not be limited to a Physical, HIV, HEPB AND HEP-C Testing.  Includes a   
 Breast, Gynecological and Pregnancy Test for Women.

PRE AND POST FIGHT MEDICAL EXAMINATION:  A Fighter shall be subject to Disqualification for failing to 
submit to the Pre-Fight and Post-Fight Medical Examination.

DRUG TESTING:  All Fighters are subject to a Drug Test on the night of the Event.

SUSPENSIONS:  All Fighters will be subject to Post-Fight Medical Suspension for Drug or other Administrative Violations.

PERMITTED STRIKES

 1. KNEES:
  a. Knee strikes are allowed to the Head, Body and Legs.

  b. Knee strikes are not allowed to the Knee, Groin or Spine.

 2. ELBOWS:

  a. Elbow strikes are allowed to the Head, Body and Legs.

  b. Elbow strikes are not allowed to the Spine, Throat or Back of the Head.

  c. Elbow Strikes cannot be Straight Downward Pointing.
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3. PUNCHES:

 a. Punches are allowed to the Head and Body.

 b. Punches are not allowed to the Back of the Head, the Spine, the Groin, the Throat or the Kidneys.

4. KICKS:

 a. Kicks are allowed to the Head, Body and Legs.

 b. Toe Kicks are not allowed to the Legs.

 c. Kicks to the Groin are not allowed.

CLINCHING is permitted while one Fighter is active in the Clinch.

FOULS:

1. Fouls are subject to the Discretion of the Referee and according to the Rules of the Event.

2. Fouls may result in a Warning, a Point Deduction of one to three Points or Disqualification.

3. The Referee will base his Decision on the Severity of the Foul and the Intent of the Fouling Fighter.

FOULS INCLUDE:

1. Head Butting

2. Strikes to the Groin

3. Strikes to the Knee

4. Strikes to the Back of the Head

5. Strikes to the Spine

6. Strikes to the Throat

7. Striking a Fighter while he/she is Down

8. Striking a Fighter while he/she is under the Referee’s care

9. Pushing, Shoving, Throwing or Wrestling an Opponent except when Pushing in a legal Clinch

10. Striking when the Referee has called a Break

11. Striking after the Bell has sounded
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12. Holding and Hitting at the same time except when in a legal Clinch

13. Holding the Ropes

14. Timidity or intentionally avoiding contact

15. The use of abusive language or abusive gestures

16. Causing intentional Delays in the action, such as repeatedly spitting out the Mouth Piece

17. Eye Gouging

18. Hair Pulling

19. Biting or Spitting

20. Holding the Opponent’s shorts

21. Fish Hooking

22. Placing a finger in the Opponent’s orifice

23. Interference from a Fighter’s Seconds

24. Tripping or Sweeping an Opponent

25. Hip Throws, Shoulder or Leg Throws

26. Grasping the Opponent’s Lower Back

27. Intentionally falling on a down Opponent, pressing Elbow or Knee upon him/her

THE REFEREE SHOULD PENALIZE FOULS AS FOLLOWS:

1. A Fighter who Violates the Rules intentionally but does not put the Opponent at a Disadvantage or Injure him/her shall be given one 
Warning or be assessed a one Point Deduction.

2. A Fighter who Violates the Rules intentionally and puts the Opponent at a Disadvantage or makes him/her unable to continue the 
Fight shall be Disqualified and lose the Fight.

3. In case of an unintentional Violation, the Referee shall give no more than two Warnings before assessing a Point Deduction.

FOUL EXPLANATIONS:

1. DIRECT (SIDE KICK STYLE) KICKS to the Front of a Fighter’s Legs are illegal.

2. HIP THROWS:

 a. Over the Hip Throws such as in Japanese arts like Judo, Jujitsu, Karate, Sambo, or San Shou are illegal.
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 b. A Fighter is not allowed to use the Hip or Shoulder to Throw an Opponent in any kind of Judo Throw or Reap.

 c. A Fighter is not allowed to Step across or in front of an Opponent’s Leg with his/her own Leg and bring the Opponent over   
 his/her Hip.

 d. Taking an Opponent around the Waist with both Arms and Twisting him/her off balance so the Opponent will fall is legal.

3. A Fighter is not allowed to Twist and Pull an Opponent over the side of his/her body and then land on top.

4. It is an Intentional Foul when a Fighter plans, with the sole intention of falling on top of his/her Opponent, to either strike with the 
knee or to intentionally hurt the Opponent while down, by contriving to make it look like an accident.

5. Stepping on a fallen Opponent is illegal.

6. ILLEGAL TRIPS:
 a. If a Fighter positions a Foot next to the Opponent and Twists him/her over the Leg, it is an illegal Trip unless the Leg is   
 cleared as the Opponent falls.

 b. If a Fighter Spins or Pulls the Opponent over the inside or outside of the Leg and Dumps him/her on the ground, it is an   
 illegal Trip when the Leg being used to Manipulate and Dump the Opponent stays in that position as he/she goes down.

 c. If the Leg is Set and stays in that position, it is an illegal Throw or Trip.

 d. The Leg must Clear immediately after the Opponent is Pulled or Tripped over the Knee.  Clear means that the Leg must be   
 moved out of the way before the Opponent hits the canvas by skipping the leg or slightly jumping to the side, as long as it is   
       moved from the original position.  Taking out an Opponent’s Footing is legal only if the Tripping Leg is withdrawn from 
 contact as he/she falls to the ground.

7. NECK WRESTLING:

 a. If in a Clinch with Arms around each other’s Shoulder, such as to deliver or defend from an Elbow Strike, twisting the Op-  
 ponent using the Upper Body in such a way that he/she will fall to the ground is allowed.

 b. By using Neck and Shoulder manipulation, it is legal for a Fighter to Spin and Throw/Dump an Opponent to the canvas   
 without using any part of his/her body as a barrier.

8. SWEEPING:

 a. A Fighter is allowed to Roundhouse Kick the Opponent’s supporting Leg with the Top of his/her own Foot or Shin, taking   
 out the Opponent’s footing, but Karate style Sweeps with the Foot’s Instep are illegal.

 b. It is illegal to take out the Opponent’s footing in the Clinch by Sweeping the back of his/her supporting leg with the back   
 of Fighter’s own Leg or Calf.
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9. LIFTING:  It is illegal in any way to Lift an Opponent off the ground and Throw him/her on the canvas.  If a Fighter Clinches 
the Opponent around the Waist and Lifts the Opponent off the ground, Twisting and Throwing the Opponent around to the side and 
onto the canvas in a Suplex, the Referee shall issue a warning and assess a Point Deduction upon continuing Violation of the Rules.

THERE IS NO STANDING EIGHT COUNT

THERE IS NO THREE KNOCKDOWN RULE

A.  FIGHTER CANNOT BE SAVED BY THE BELL IN ANY ROUND INCLUDING THE FINAL 
ROUND

DOUBLE KNOCKDOWNS:

1. If both Fighters go down at the same time due to legal blows, the Referee shall continue the Count as long as one Fighter remains 
down.

2. If both Fighters remain down until the Count of 10, the Bout shall be stopped and the Decision shall be a Technical Draw.

ACCIDENTAL BLOWS:

1. In case a Fighter is hit with an Accidental Low Blow and claims injury, the Referee, at his/her discretion may apply the fi ve minute 
Rule.

2. If the injured Fighter cannot continue the Bout before the recovery period expires, he/she will lose by Technical Knock Out (TKO). 
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR
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